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1. Introduction 
 

The European Union’s research policy is guided by the perceived need to gear the innovation process 

to societal needs as reflected in the Europe 2020 strategy and in the Horizon 2020 framework 

programme. In this context Responsible Research and Innovation takes over the role of a guiding 

concept and a “cross-cutting action” that provides for orienting research towards societal needs and 

for R&I being reflective with regard to its societal role and mission (EC Expert Group 2013). Given this 

orientation towards society it comes not as a surprise that “public engagement” (PE) as a new way of 

cooperation of science and policy making with society in research and innovation activities as well as 

in R&I governance makes up the core of RRI. This becomes quite clear when looking up central 

documents which outline the meaning of RRI in the context of EU research policy (Sutcliff 2011, EC 

Expert Group 2013, see also Stilgoe et al. 2013). When it comes to sketching the central dimensions 

or guiding principles of RRI the documents in slightly different wording and order put forward that 

RRI is: 

• inclusive, 

Involve diverse stakeholders (users, NGOs, etc.) in R&I processes. 

• anticipatory, 

Researchers and innovators are asked to include new perspectives in R&I, agendas for risk 

assessment and management. 

• reflexive, 

Researchers and innovators are asked to think about their own ethical assumptions and their 

role and responsibilities in public dialogue. 

• and responsive, 

Flexibility and capacity to change R&I processes according to public values. 

Public Engagement (PE) is at the very heart of all four of these principles: Obviously so for the 

principle of Inclusiveness which directly addresses the involvement of stakeholders in R&I processes 

as a must for RRI. Being anticipatory and including new perspectives (especially taking into account 

risk assessment) directly points at the responsibility of researchers and scientists. With regard to 

unintended consequences for society, this brings the perspective of civil society into play. R&I being 

reflexive with regard to its own societal role implies to enter into dialogue with the world outside the 

laboratory to learn about civil societies expectations. Thus, R&I’s societal role could be repositioned 

accordingly. Finally Responsiveness with regard to public values again first of all implies to integrate 

public actors in research and governance in one or the other way. For further development of the 

concept of RRI and even more so for the implementation of the concept into the actual research 

policy and funding programmes it is thus decisive to understand the current practice of public 

engagement on different levels from policy making to public engagement in single research and 

development processes or projects.  

The objective of the project Engage2020 is to map and explore existing societal engagement in 

research and innovation with a focus on how, where and why citizens, stakeholders, CSO’s and other 

societal actors can be engaged in research processes, and where the praxis can be improved. 

Engage2020 moreover aims at increasing the praxis of engagement by inspiring researchers, policy 
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makers and other interested parties to connect science and society. A particular aim is to give advice 

on options for improved integration of public engagement in the context of Horizon2020 and the 

societal challenges that are addressed by the EUs research policy. 

Within the scope of activities of the project the function of the present report is to give an overview 

of the scope of public engagement activities with a relation to research and innovation based on the 

scientific literature available. In a first chapter the report gives an overview of the scientific reasoning 

behind demands for and the practice of public engagement. This will serve as a first approach to map 

the field and give a state of the art report on the debate about public engagement. In the main part 

of the report the role and meaning of public engagement in five fields will be explored in more detail 

in order to map the scope of ideas and activities of involving citizens and civil society organisations in 

R&I. The final chapter will provide first conclusions on the possible role for and achievements of 

public engagement approaches in research and innovation processes and related socio-political 

debate and decision making. This will serve as a basis for further activities of Engage2020, especially 

for the exploration of practical options to include public engagement activities in research activities 

targeted towards the grand societal challenges. 
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2. The Scientific Debate on Public Engagement in R&I 
 

In a paper on “citizen participation in governing science” published in 2003 the American social 

studies of science scholar Sheila Jasanoff coined the term “Participatory Turn” to indicate a 

fundamental change in science governance in the 1990ies connected with public debates on 

biotechnologies and disruptive events such as the BSE crisis (Jasanoff 2003). The increasing problems 

of policy making in finding broad consensus in society on science policy and the growing criticism 

with regard to the management of risks and detrimental effects of the implementation of 

technologies led to a turn away from the established technocratic mode of governance in the field of 

S&T (regarding S&T policy making as a closed shop activity of scientists and politicians) to a new 

mode of involving “the public” by participatory processes such as citizen conferences or stakeholder 

dialogues. 

2.1 From technocracy to a “new contract of science and society” 
 

At least the discussion in the social sciences on the role of public participation in S&T policy making 

can however be traced back to the 1960ies when the first indications of the end of the - so to say - 

tacit consensus on the beneficiary nature of science and technology for social welfare became visible 

in public debates about the negative environmental impacts of industrialism (“silent spring”). In the 

context of discussions the role of science in policy making in the 1960ies the German Philosopher 

Jürgen Habermas made a plea for a democratic model of policy consultation. In his essay ‘‘The 

Scientization of Politics and Public Opinion’’ (1971; first published as ‘‘Verwissenschaftlichte Politik 

und öffentliche Meinung’’ 1963/1968), he rejects two concepts of the relation of science and politics 

dominant in political discussions at that time (and to some extent still today), the “technocratic” and 

the “decisionistic” concept. Following the decisionistic concept, policy makers would be informed by 

scientists about the means made available by science and technology, yet ultimately it is on the basis 

of power and interests that the policy makers determine the goals (values) for which the means are 

employed. In this sense, science is, as it were, politically instrumentalised. In contrast to this concept 

of political sovereignty over science, the technocratic concept takes into account the growing societal 

significance of science and technology and the scientific rationalization of everyday life and politics. 

However, the illusionary assumption is that problems of decision making can - given proper analysis - 

be resolved on the basis of scientific-technological rationality. Political debates are ultimately 

replaced by expertise.  

As early as 1963, Habermas pointed out that both concepts are based on the untenable fundamental 

assumptions of separating values from facts. They not only are an inadequate description of the 

actual practice of scientific policy consultation but they are both, normatively inappropriate from a 

democratic perspective and practically inappropriate with regard to the challenges of decision 

making in modern state. Against this he sets the ‘‘pragmatist’’ model (inspired by the concept of the 

“public” as proposed by the American pragmatist philosopher John Dewey, 1927/1988) which implies 

that normative claims (values and needs) have to be examined with regard to their generalizability, 

feasibility, costs, and utility in the light of scientific and technological knowledge. Conversely, 

scientific and technological knowledge (of means) has to be assessed in the light of normative and 

evaluative standpoints. This pragmatic discourse about a rational choice of social goals and means 

can only be conducted with public participation, if the decision-making procedure is not supposed to 
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derail in a decisionistic or a technocratic manner with consequences for science and politics 

themselves, such as problems of a loss of legitimacy and of public acceptance. At the core of the 

pragmatistic model is that scientific knowledge is accessible and transparent to both the public and 

policy makers as well as - as one would say today - that politics and science are ‘‘responsive’’ to the 

demands formulated by an enlightened public debate. Decisive for a democratic rationalization of 

political decisions on issues of R&I policy is ‘‘whether a productive body of knowledge is merely 

transmitted to men engaged in technical manipulation for purposes of control or is simultaneously 

appropriated as the linguistic possession of communicating individuals’’ (Habermas 1971, 

79/Habermas 1968, p. 144). In other words, it is decisive that the expert and the layperson are in 

consultation with each other.  

It can be well said that the two motives underlying Habermas’ arguments, the factual 

inappropriateness with regard to the actual problems of technical modernity as well as the 

democratic deficit of “technocratic” and “decisionist thinking”, were dominant in the following 

scientific discussion on science and society. In the course of this discussion the notion of a separation 

of science and society as different spheres of rationality was replaced by the notion of the ‘‘seamless 

web’’ of technology and society (Thomas Hughes, see Bijker et al. 1987) and ultimately by the notion 

of scientific knowledge production as being embedded in societal debates and practices (e.g. 

Gibbons et al. 1999 or MASIS 2009). In line with the underlying ideas of the pragmatistic model the 

call for a new definition of the role of the public in science and science policy, i.e. a “new contract of 

science and society” (Jasanoff 2003), was the central political aspect of that debate. 

The current debates on redefining the societal role of science and the “participatory turn” must be 

seen in the context of decades-long public controversies about technology. These societal discourses 

have accompanied scientific and technological change. They question critically not only the ecological 

and societal consequences of new technological developments, but also the legitimacy of established 

political decision making processes. The growing attention by a critical public to issues of R&I policy 

revealed the limits to government’s power to control science and industry. Scientific and 

technological progress means that the framework for government action and the problems that have 

to be tackled are becoming increasingly complex. This marks the limit for hierarchical forms of 

government control, which are accordingly being replaced by cooperative ways of governance. The 

state is increasingly becoming involved in negotiating systems with societal actors. In addition, 

recourse to established expert knowledge is becoming doubtful as a source of legitimacy for action 

by the state. The growing importance of scientific expert opinions for virtually any decision – be it in 

everyday life or in policy making - is exposing the inherent uncertainty and ambiguity of scientific 

knowledge with regard to practical decisions, and particularly so when assessing the risks and 

consequences of R&I. 

Social studies of science and technology have provided evidence that, particularly with regard to risks 

and consequences of R&I, scientific knowledge is necessarily incomplete, provisional and 

undetermined with regard to the complexity of the problems to be dealt with by policy making. 

Ethical questions growing out of scientific development as well as the assessment of risks for human 

health and environment cannot be reduced to scientific facts and be stripped of the values and 

interests that have to be taken into consideration in policy making (see e.g. Beck 1985, Functowicz & 

Ravetz 1992; Nowotny et al. 2001). There is no clearly defined boundary between facts and values in 

policy consulting and normal practice in policy advice is not "speaking truth to power" but rather a 

negotiation about the most practicable and socially acceptable definition and solution of the problem 
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in the light of different and contradictory scientific insights as well as the given policy frame (Jasanoff 

1990).  

The perception of the interface of science and society has changed fundamentally in recent years: 

science is no longer regarded as being kind of a ‘meta-social sphere of objective rationality’ but as a 

source of productive uncertainty that has to be dealt with and negotiated by society. The fact that 

science in the course of expanding its reach into almost every realm of social life has lost its 

unquestioned status, is addressed by concepts like ‘seamless web of technology and society’ (Bijker 

et al. 1987), ‘post-normal science’ (Funtowicz & Ravetz 1992), and ‘re-contextualisation of science’ 

(Nowotny et al. 2002). At the core of all these concepts - despite their many differences - are 

observations which can briefly be sketched by applying the concept of ‘reflexive modernisation’ 

(Beck et al. 1994; cf. also Hennen 1999).  

Central to this view is the notion that, driven by science and technology and by a secular process of 

individualisation, Western societies have evolved into a state of self-reflection with regard to their 

own foundations. Modern societies are facing problems which are the result of the process of 

modernization, i.e. of scientific, bureaucratic and economic rationalisation of society. These 

processes are the foundation of contemporary social and economic welfare and of the liberalisation 

of social life. At the same time, however, modernisation leads to new uncertainties which, as science 

and technology increasingly master the external environment, are replacing old uncertainties 

(sickness, poverty in old age, starvation, natural disasters) and are expressed in social debates about 

technological risks, long term ecological effects of technological projects or ethical irritations caused 

by scientific developments. The growth of options, of possibilities to intervene in nature - biological, 

physical and even in human nature - is necessarily associated with an expanding scope of possible 

consequences associated with those options. The shape of the future is increasingly dependent on 

decisions that we have to take now, without being able to grasp their consequences. Science thus is 

increasingly concerned with analysing consequences, risks and dangers of its own achievements and 

creates a permanent source of uncertainties with regard to practical (What to do?), cognitive (What 

can we know for sure?) and normative problems (What is morally right or wrong?). 

Seen from a policy making perspective, uncertainty mainly appears as a problem of establishing 

legitimate decisions. It is exactly this problem that leads to initiatives of opening up processes of 

policy making as well as policy consultation (like Technology Assessment) to the public. In a situation 

of uncertainty about information and facts as well as about norms and values that can be regarded as 

being adequate to steer technology policy, decisions which can hope to be regarded as legitimate 

have to consider (as far as possible) all knowledge claims and normative perspectives.  

The search for new forms of governance in the field of S&T is ongoing - not only, but with particular 

features - in Europe. This includes a redefinition of the role of (scientific) knowledge and experts in 

policy making (“democratizing expertise”) as well as of the role of the citizen or the general public. 

The trend toward giving the public a say in S&T has been addressed with the notion of “technological 

citizenship” (Frankenfeld 1992). This notion implies that the role of the citizen does not only 

comprise civil, political, and social rights but also rights with regard to the development of S&T. 

Technological citizenship is related to the tendency that aspects of life which were formerly seen as 

non-political are now regarded as politically relevant. The development, diffusion, and 

implementation of technologies are increasingly being regarded as political issues due to their 

immense impact on society. Laypeople are not only affected by S&T as clients (of experts) or 
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consumers but as members of a polity (citizens). It thus is plausible to regard the indications of a 

“participatory turn” that can be observed in S&T policy making in many countries as being 

technological citizenship in the making. As Sheila Jasanoff has shown for biotechnology, there are 

different ways “in which publics assess claims by, on behalf of, or grounded in science” (Jasanoff 

2005, 249). These ways of making knowledge “socially robust” depend on institutional settings as 

well as on cultural expectations and standards. These include the public role of experts, public 

accountability, and the transparency of policy making as well as forms of representation that 

together form “civic epistemologies” (Jasanoff). Civic epistemologies – it can be argued – define 

technological citizenship, which means that they define the position, role, and rights of citizens in the 

process of the societal adaptation of scientific knowledge.  

Helga Nowotny (1999) maintains that an effect of what she (and her co-authors) calls the Mode 2 

production of scientific knowledge (Gibbons et al. 1994; Nowotny et al. 2001) is a ‘re-

contextualisation of expertise’. The authority of the expert as an individual having objective, context-

free knowledge - i.e. knowledge that in a way is regarded as mere knowledge, not drenched with 

social interests, preferences and values - dissolves when science, as an effect of its pervasive socio-

economic importance and ubiquity in the course of its privatisation, becomes intertwined in social 

problem-solving. The authority of expertise then is not a feature of an individual expert but is 

distributed among a set of scientists, politicians and interest groups striving and sometimes fighting 

for explanations and solutions for specific problems. This new arrangement, following Nowotny, 

involves the de-professionalisation of expertise and a re-appropriation of expertise by lay people.  

 

2.2 A new role for the public in R&I 
 

Thus a change in the conception of the role of the public has been observed widely (Callon 2001, 

Wilsdon&Willis 2004, DeMarchi 2013). It was the dominating view among the scientific community 

for a long time that the public mainly has to be addressed by researchers in an educational way, since 

the public’s perceived “disenchantment” with R&I has been regarded to be rooted in a knowledge 

deficit. Thus informing the public “properly” would be the way to make them understand the 

rationalities and benefits of science. This “deficit model” has been shown to be based in an 

inappropriate view of the public’s rationality and the complexity of the relation of science and society 

(as outlined above). As research on the issues shows (Evans and Durant 1995, Wynne 2005, TAB 

2002) there is “little evidence that public ignorance of scientific facts correlates in any meaningful 

ways with collective responses to science and technology” (De Marchi 2013, 8). The deficit model 

thus was displaced or enriched by the “dialogue model” which dismissed the one way mode of 

communication between science and society. It acknowledged that there was something to learn on 

the side of science and science policy makers about the public’s views and demands. This approach 

still often restricts communication to an exchange about the outcomes of R&I, especially to an 

exchange on different perceptions on risks and benefits without really engaging the public in the R&I 

processes itself - thus restricting the democratic as well as the epistemic potential of PE. The concept 

of “upstream PE” goes beyond dialogue since it is about involving public stakeholders in the R&I 

process itself in order to integrate their knowledge and expectations right from the start of 

innovation processes. Modern science governance in this respect is more than risk management 

(after the fact) but implies an integrated approach to innovation governance as the Taking 
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Knowledge Society Serious report of an EU expert group has pointed out (Wynne et al. 2007). PE as a 

central dimension of this helps to steer the innovation process towards societal needs and in 

accordance with societal values and interests (MASIS 2009). In this perspective approaches to include 

public stakeholders “upstream” in R&I, like constructive TA, participatory design, community based 

research etc. get the attention of the scientific community and S&T policy making (see the overview 

in the following chapters). In this perspective it is no longer about scientific knowledge being put 

forward to the public in order to “make them understand”, or about a dialogue of expert knowledge 

and lay knowledge in order to make them learn about each other, it is rather about what has been 

coined a “co-production of knowledge” – a process that involves evaluation of scientific knowledge in 

the light of public knowledge and vice versa. 

The “participatory turn” is observable on the policy making level in all European countries which 

have set up public consultation formats to inform S&T policy making. The EU funded project Global 

ethics in science and technology (GEST) could identify more than 100 PE processes that have been 

organized in Europe on a national level on Genetically Modified Food (20 PE processes) and on 

emerging technologies such as Nanotechnology (90) and Synthetic Biology (15).1 Also on the local 

and regional level formats of PE such as planning cells and round tables are routinely applied in 

planning processes and are part of formal regulations of administrative procedures (environmental 

protection acts). The Aarhus convention2 of 1998 which entered into force in 2001 marked a 

watershed event for participation. This international treaty with a geographical focus on Europe gives 

citizens and the civil society several rights. Public authorities are obliged to provide everybody access 

to environmental information. Moreover, “arrangements are to be made by public authorities to 

enable the public affected and environmental non-governmental organisations to comment on, for 

example, proposals for projects affecting the environment, or plans and programmes relating to the 

environment, these comments to be taken into due account in decision-making, and information to 

be provided on the final decisions and the reasons for it” (European Commission, 2014a). If decisions 

are made without respecting the rights of free availability of information or participation, then these 

decisions can be reviewed by judges (Keupp & Zschiesche 2010).3  

More generally, the European Directive 2003/35/EC describes rules “for public participation in 

respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment and 

amending with regard to public participation and access to justice” (European Commission 2014b). 

This Directive that implements the Aarhus Convention includes the following measurements: i) There 

should be participation opportunities “in the preparation, modification or review of (...) plans or 

programmes” (European Parliament, European Council 2001, p. 18). ii) The participation procedures 

“shall allow the public to submit, in writing or, as appropriate, at a public hearing or enquiry with the 

applicant, any comments, information, analyses or opinions that it considers relevant to the 

proposed activity” (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 2013, p. 157). iii) All decisions 

that are taken need to be reasoned and all pieces of information including the ones of the 

participation process need to be revealed.  

                                                           
1
  http://www.uclan.ac.uk/research/explore/projects/global_ethics_science_technology.php 

2
  http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/env/pp/documents/cep43e.pdf 

3
 The Association of German Engineers (VDI) published lately a procedural guideline which describes that public 

participation needs to be realized when setting up industrial or infrastructure-related projects 
(http://www.vdi.de/karriere/vdi-7000/).  
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So far, there is no specified report reviewing the implementation of the Aarhus Convention. Only, the 

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) lists very general Implementation Reports 

of all countries which have signed the convention.4 A typical example of how the EU-Commission has 

implemented the convention is internet consultation (see e.g. Kies & Nanz 2013). This method of 

public participation is applied by the Commission at quite different issues. One of them was done on 

the European Chemicals legislation (REACH) in 2003 (European Commission 2003). Before setting it 

up, the Commission published a White Paper on the future chemical policy which led to a series of 

consultations which included environmental and consumer NGOs and animal welfare groups 

amongst political and economic stakeholders. Based on this consultation, the Commission revised 

their policy programme which became subject of discussion in the internet consultation. In the end 

about 6,400 contributions were made. The majority of them came from business and industry.  

Generally, a series of documents and actions at the European Community level during the last 10–15 

years, mark a remarkable shift from the previously predominant traditional Public Understanding of 

Science (PUS) “deficit model” to a new appreciation of the citizen and his or her views of ethical 

problems and the risks related to new technologies. There are indications that the predominant 

technology-driven approach to S&T policy has been enriched by efforts to steer S&T in a new 

direction by making societal needs and demands a part of research agendas. A point in case is the call 

for dialogue, participation, and empowerment of the European citizen in the EU “White Paper on 

Governance” in 2001 (EC 2001a). Starting from the observation “that people increasingly distrust 

institutions and politics,” the white paper suggests to “open up policy making” in order to render it 

more inclusive and accountable. The relationship between science and society is regarded as being 

crucial in this respect. A report by the white paper working group “Democratizing expertise and 

establishing scientific reference systems” (2001b) contains the following recommendations: revise 

the selection of expertise used in the process of policy making, establish guidelines for the selection 

of expertise, and provide for inclusion of a spectrum of expertise in policy advice that is as broad as 

possible. Most prominent among the recommendations regarding socially robust knowledge for 

decision making is the creation of opportunities “for informed participation by society in policy 

making”. The promotion of participatory procedures (such as citizens’ juries and consensus 

conferences) is one of the means to be employed to support “public debate, knowledge sharing and 

scrutiny of policy makers and experts” (EC 2001b, ii). The EC took up this reorientation in S&T 

governance in its Science and Society Action plan (EC 2001c), part of the EC activities to establish the 

European Research Area (ERA). The action plan recommends involving people actively in 

technological development, “particularly in defining the priorities of publicly funded research” (EC 

2001c, 8). To this end participatory policy making would have “to be widened and deepened to 

systematically include other sectors of civil society at all stages” (EC 2001c, 14). 

2.3 Public Engagement and its critics 

The relation to and especially the influence of PE on policy making has been subject to critical 

appraisal in the last couple of years. Criticism is based on more general reasoning on the political role 

and function of participatory TA procedures (Levidow& Marries 2001, Abels 2002, Rayner 2003, 

Stirling 2007, Abels 2007, Wynne 2008) as well as on case studies of single participatory processes 

(Bora/Hausendorfer 2006, Felt/Fochler 2008, Bogner 2010, Felt/Fochler 2010, 

                                                           
4
  http://www.unece.org/env/pp/reports.html 
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Degelsegger/Torgersen 2011). The criticism refers to the unclear political role and function of public 

engagement with regard to institutionalized decision making processes, often lacking commitment of 

policy makers to the outcomes of public engagement and problems of political instrumentalisation of 

public engagement. In a conceptual model, Emery et al. (2014) point out that next to the 

characteristics of the policy process also those of the PE process and the linkage between both are 

important to the likelihood of policy impact arising from PE. They note a barrier to identifying this 

impact, caused by a lack of formalised procedures for monitoring the uptake and use of evidence 

from PE in the decision-making processes.  

It is true that due to the mostly informal status of participatory procedures in R&I policy making PE is 

– like any other form of policy advice – subject to strategies of instrumentalisation and can be used 

as a means of “symbolic politics”. It should however not be ignored that PE, as an element of 

deliberative democracy, necessarily has to act in an environment that is dominated by political 

cultures, institutions, and powerful actors that often are hostile to any restructuring of science and 

research policy making. PE makes up only one aspect of an ongoing movement toward more 

democratic structures in S&T. PE is a new form of governance but not of political mobilization, as 

Rayner (2002) apparently would like to see it.  

Becoming a subject to framing and instrumentalisation is, as Stirling (2007) has argued, a problem for 

any type of policy advice and technology appraisal. He holds that participatory appraisal is as open to 

power and justification strategies as is expert appraisal. PE can be used to induce a closure of 

processes of technology development instead of opening them up for new perspectives and values. 

Whereas expert appraisal can be framed by strategies such as prioritizing research, accrediting 

expertise, and recruiting committees, the same can be achieved for participatory appraisal by 

strategies such as structuring process design, recruiting participants, and phrasing questions. These 

are with no doubt serious vulnerabilities of PE in R&I. However, it is by providing for transparency, 

and by giving as much control of the process to participants that PE practitioners strive for an open 

and non-biased process. In brief, there are rules of good practice (some of them derived from 

Habermasian discourse ethics, Klüver 2001) that can protect against instrumentalisation and framing. 

With regard to expert appraisal (science), one cannot deny the relevance of central institutional 

features of science such as peer review and methodological scepticism despite known cases of 

scientific fraud. Similarly, participatory appraisal is guided by discourse rules and the principle of 

transparency, which are functional equivalents to the Mertonian principles of science (Merton 1993).  

Similar criticism has been directed at the strategy variously propagated by the EU since the White 

Paper on Governance (European Commission2001a, b) of moving towards new forms of governance 

with an emphasis on involving European citizens (Levidow & Marris 2001; Abels 2002, 2007). 

According to this criticism, the new forms of governance propagated since the Science and Society 

Action Plan (European Commission 2001c) - for which the EC has employed expressions such as 

‘‘socially robust knowledge,’’ ‘‘democratizing expertise,’’ ‘‘informed participation by society in policy 

making,’’ and ‘‘particularly in defining the priorities of publicly funded research’’- are often not more 

than “rhetoric” (Levidow & Marris 2001). On the one hand, there can be no doubt that PE often is 

not meant to establish new contact between science and society that opens technology policy for 

new ideas and influence but solely to re-establish confidence in the existing institutions in order to 

continue pursuing the old goals of innovation policy. On the other hand, it would mean to overload 

PE with expectations of a so to speak, completely direct democratic transformation of the 

institutions and decision-making processes in technology policy. It is obvious, after all, that new 
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elements of participatory governance will not rule out goals that continue to determine national and 

EU research strategies such as strengthening the European economy’s position in international 

technological competition and increasing utilization of innovations to achieve economic growth in 

Europe. Just as for instance the precautionary principle in the practice of the European Commission 

can be at odds with the innovation policy agenda to strengthen the EU in global competition, so too 

does the voluntary obligation to support ‘‘participatory policy making’’ produce a commitment to 

democratizing expertise that has to survive in a competition with more mainstream cultures and 

regimes of decision making.  

2.4 Scope and definition of Public Engagement 
 

From the outline of the scientific discussion given above we can derive the following four threads of 

argumentation in favour of PE: 

Democratising expertise  

Having understood that science and technology have a huge impact on the societal development, 

scholars in social science realize the necessity of citizens’ participation. By opening up possibilities for 

citizens to contribute to policy making, science and technology get rooted in society. Otherwise, 

decisions would only reflect a technocratic logic which is not connected to the everyday life of the 

people. Including citizens or interest groups in decision making processes thus enlarges the capacities 

of political problem solving. Moreover, every expertise contains not only factual knowledge but is as 

well grounded in values which are not made obvious. By relying on experts only when making 

decisions implies risking that decisions turn out to be one-sided. Another motive of PE is to mediate 

debates and conflicts by the mutual agreement of the actors and not through lawful decision by the 

state. With regards to science and technology, this idea is behind concepts such as technology 

governance, anticipatory governance or lately the responsible research and innovation concept.  

 

Providing for the social robustness of scientific knowledge  

Another branch of arguments emphasizes the necessity for scientific knowledge production to be 

sensitive towards its societal context. PE in R&I should improve the societal utility, adaptability and 

certainty of scientific knowledge. Later on, the more scientific knowledge became relevant for the 

economy and politics the more it was regarded as socially relevant and contested at the same time. 

On the one hand scientists are not anymore driven by their curiosity only but also by the need to 

bow their focus to societal interests. On the other hand, this means that science has lost its 

privileged position “outside society” but becomes a player within society. By this science is a subject 

of societal debates with regard to values and interests and science confronts society with new 

uncertainties and unintended consequences of scientific knowledge. By the inclusion of lay people, of 

citizens or of stakeholders in research peer review is extended beyond the scientific community 

(Functowiz & Ravetz 1992) in order to evaluate the societal dimensions of scientific knowledge. 

Furthermore the inclusion of people from different social fields and the inclusion of different kinds of 

knowledge like contextual knowledge or knowledge which is based on experiences changes the way 

of knowledge production (Gibbons et al. 1999). Transdisciplinary cooperation and coproduction of 

knowledge should result in knowledge that has a higher adaptability to specific social problems and 

that is safer with regards to its application because it is socially enriched and thus “socially robust”.  
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Two additional threads of argumentation which are in line with the above mentioned ideas are dealt 

with in the following chapters (3.1 ff.):  

Meeting the needs of society  

PE approaches have become a subject of innovation policy and research. On the one hand, social 

debates on technologies can be mediated if the interests and wishes of consumers and interest 

groups are taken into consideration early in the innovation process (see chapter 3.5 of this report). 

On the other hand, the inclusion would also facilitate that future applications fit into the needs of 

their users. Partly companies make also use of the knowledge of their employees or of the unions 

who are co-operating with the companies. Concepts like Design for All, Universal Design or Inclusive 

Design offer solutions. Their common approach is that either a product is adapted in cooperation 

with other users after a product has been developed or the product is developed bottom-up. Apart 

from such experiences on the research and the project level, constructive technology assessment on 

the program level (e.g. sustainable research and development) intends to enable societal sound 

results by the inclusion of citizens or stakeholders in the innovation process.  

Science for the people, by the people  

Besides the perspective of participation of externals in science or technology development, there is 

argumentation on options for improving the capacities of science to contribute to societal problem 

solving by actively serving and empowering societal groups. Action Research, community-based 

research as well as Science Shops are popular concepts (see chapter 3.4 of this report). They share 

the common assumption that scientific knowledge which is usable has to be constructed jointly by 

scientists and those affected. Therefore, the role and the problem-solving measures of the scientists 

might be adapted to external (non-scientific) perspectives – including methodological aspects such as 

definition of criteria for evidence. Being involved in the research process, stakeholders or citizens 

might as well take over scientific tasks like data collection and they play a vital role in the 

dissemination of the results. With regards to these experiences, parallels to the idea of citizen 

science (see chapter 3.6 of this report) become obvious.  

The present report cannot cover the plethora of mechanisms (or formats) of PE that are applied and 

discussed in literature. Rowe & Frewer (2004) identify some hundred different mechanisms, from 

citizen juries, to scenario and stakeholder workshops, to voting conferences and others. This report is 

not the place to outline the workings of these mechanisms (this will be subject to other work 

packages of engage2020). A good introduction to the workings of several PE mechanisms is given in 

Steyert & Lisoir (2005). Several analytical differentiations of forms of PE are conceivable: 

 Public engagement processes can be differentiated according to the actors involved: 

stakeholders, afflicted interest groups, non-involved citizens, public at large.  

 There are different forms or objectives of engagement processes such as exploring public 

attitudes for decision making, mediation and conflict resolution, joint problem solving, 

mutual learning). 

 The institutional setting and the relation of participatory procedures to formal processes of 

decision making matter with regard to the reach and outcome of procedures: mandatory 

public engagement as part of planning processes, hearings organized by public authorities, 

informal consultations, public engagement in research activities. 

 The role of engaged actors differ depending on the format and institutional context: from 

inducing their (local) knowledge, users of innovations at stake, functioning as a neutral jury 
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with regard to expert debates, being a partner in planning and shaping of innovation 

processes.  

Rowe & Frewer suggest a typology using process variables such as mode of selection of participants, 

information input on the one side and the depth or mode of engagement: communication, 

consultation and participation on the other and suggest a scheme to discern levels of PE (see table 

1). The term public engagement according to this scheme would comprise all three levels which 

include a flow of information from the “sponsor”, which is the actor or institution commissioning the 

engagement initiative, to the public only (communication), the flow of information from the public to 

the sponsor with no formal dialogue between the two spheres (consultation), as well as proper 

participation processes with a flow of information in two directions. As Rowe & Frewer show, the use 

of terms like public engagement or participation is not well defined. There is no common widely 

accepted standard definition and typology. The present report and the project Engage2020 do not 

intend to add a new typology or definition to the existing ones but goes for a pragmatic approach 

starting from observed practice of involving representatives of the public - as stakeholder or average 

citizens - in some kind of active role. This excludes any “engagement with the public” that is 

restricted to a one way flow of information (communication according to Rowe & Frewer’s typology). 

“Consultation” in the view of Engage2020 is a borderline case. As far as a consultation of the view of 

the public is organized in ways that leaves the public in a passive mode or as an object of 

investigation (e.g. in a public opinion survey) it is not public engagement in our understanding, 

whereas processes of consultation by inviting the public (CSOs or citizens) to directly submit their 

opinions and views on an issue at stake to the “sponsor” are, since they include an active role of the 

public. Public engagement in the strict sense would fall into the category of public participation in 

Rowe & Frewer’s terms, since it implies a dialogue or direct interaction between the sponsor and the 

public. The term public participation usually is applied to public engagement processes on the policy 

making level. Engage2020 however also includes forms and modes of engaging the public directly in a 

research and innovation process beyond the area of public decision making or governance, making 

representatives of the public co-scientists as in projects of citizen science. 

Table 1: Rowe & Frewer (2005): Three types of public engagement 

Flow of Information 

Public Communication: 

Sponsor  Public Representatives 

Public Consultation: 

Sponsor  Public Representatives 

Public Participation: 

Sponsor   Public Representatives 

 

Engage 2020 started (and continues) with a view on the field of PE in R&I as represented by a matrix 

made up by levels of R&I on the one side and different groups of actors on the other side. PE in R&I 
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comprises involvement of the public on four levels of R&I related activities: The level of policy 

formation on R&I comprises debates and decisions on R&I policy including regulatory decisions (e.g. 

risk management) as well as general debates on priorities of Public funding of R&I. The level of 

programme development comprises debates and decisions on the goals and design of programmes of 

public funding or supporting of R&I. The level of project design comprises decisions on the design and 

set-up of concrete R&I projects which normally are not subject to decisions by public authorities but 

– in mainstream R&I – are left to the scientific community and research clients. PE on the level of 

research itself implies active involvement of representatives of the public in the very research or 

innovation process as co-scientists. For all of these levels it is conceivable that different public actors 

or representatives of groups of the public are involved: average citizens, members of a local 

community, consumers, users, employees etc. By looking at practices of PE on the four levels and for 

different actors we have identified six fields of practice of P. These are discussed in the following 

chapters on the basis of available literature with regard to the scope of observable practical use, the 

motivation for PE, modes of PE, and achievements and problems. As can be read from the following 

matrix the fields of practice covered in this report are in different ways related to the levels of R&I as 

defined by Engage2020. 

Table 2: Fields of PE and levels of the R&I process 

 
Technology 

Assessment 

CSO 

involvement 

User 

Involvement 

Workplace 

Innovation 

Science 

Shops 

Citizen  

Science 

Policy 

Formation  
X X     

Programme 

Development 
X X     

Project 

Design 
(X) X X X X (X) 

R&I projects  X X X X X 
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3. Public Engagement: Fields of Practice 

3.1 Technology Assessment 
 

Technology Assessment (TA) embraces the idea of a complex, comprehensive, open and transparent 

assessment of possible (positive as well as negative) effects of new technological developments in 

the light of a broad range of scientific branches and perspectives as well as a broad range of values 

and interests held by different groups in society. In doing so TA does not pretend to anticipate future 

developments and reduce uncertainties of decision making but to support society, politics and 

science in dealing with uncertainty in a pragmatic, rational and democratic manner. For TA as a 

general concept of scientific policy advice openness and inclusiveness with regard to the public are 

indispensable features.  

Technology Assessment typically is applied in the context of policy formulation and programme 

development at the national level. Subject of TA studies (including forms of public engagement) 

often are new and emerging technologies which are contested in society due to debates on risks and 

benefit and ethical issues – such as Genetic Engineering or Nanotechnology – as well as nationally or 

internationally – policy making issues for which scientific research and technological problem solving 

play a major role – such as sustainable energy supply or climate change. Nevertheless processes of 

TA can also be applied on the local or regional level where conflicts about infrastructure projects 

appear (see above) as well as on the level of specific research and technology project carried out by 

universities or private companies (see e.g. the concept of Constructive TA as developed in the 

Netherlands, Schot & Rip 1996).  

 

Background and history 

Technology Assessment as a means of policy advice in matters of S&T policy making has been 

introduced in many Western industrialised countries starting from the late 1960s. Having its scientific 

origins in systems analysis, planning and forecast, until today the field of TA has developed further 

both with regard to conceptual approaches and to research methods. A central and persistent 

feature that is connected to its founding idea is its orientation to practical problems of policy making 

(Decker & Ladikas 2004). Particularly national parliaments have always been regarded as the main 

addressee and client of TA. From its beginnings at the U.S. Congress in the 1970ies TA has always 

been tied to two impulses that have driven its development (Guston & Bimber 2000): One drives 

towards expert analysis, while the other drives towards public deliberation. Accordingly two models 

of TA have been pursued throughout the history of TA: a policy analysis model and a public 

deliberation model. The policy analysis model was predominant when the “Office of Technology 

Assessment” (OTA) was established at the U.S. Congress in 1972. Congress intended to provide for a 

broad knowledge base in its own deliberations and decisions by creating an institution that should be 

able to inform legislators on any new developments in S&T and should function as an “early warning” 

facility with regard to possible problems and needs for political intervention.5 The policy deliberation 

impulse was highly important for the foundation of a series of TA institutes related to national 

                                                           
5
  For a history of OTA and an analysis of the reasons for its closure in 1996 after a major change form a democratic to a 

republican majority in congress rf. Herdman & Jensen 1997; Hill 1997. 
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parliaments in the 1980s and 1990s in Europe. This ”second wave of TA” (Rip 2012) consequently has 

been connected with a focus of TA on involvement of stakeholders and the wider public in TA 

processes. Parliamentary TA in Europe took up the heritage of the OTA but differs in many respects 

from it, organisationally as well as with regard to methodologies and mission (Vig & Paschen 1999; 

Hennen & Ladikas 2009; Enzing et al. 2012, Ganzevles & van Est 2012, Hennen & Nierling 2014). 

Today the European Parliamentary Technology Assessment Network (EPTA) comprises 14 national 

parliamentary TA institutions including the TA body of the European Parliament while there are 

another five associate members with close relationship to their national parliaments. Parliamentary 

TA bodies in Europe are organised in EPTA - the European Parliamentary Technology Assessment 

Network (www.eptanetwork.org).6 

Technology Assessment must be understood as a reaction to the failure of a “technocratic” concept 

of the relation of science and politics dominant in the 1950s and 1960s which relied on scientific 

knowledge as a safe and sufficient ground for “rational” policy making. TA thus always has been 

linked to what has been called a “post positivistic” (Héretier 1993) conceptualization of policy 

making, taking into account the inborn uncertainty and under-determined character of scientific 

knowledge with regard to complex practical (political) problems as well as the indispensable need to 

take into account different (and often conflicting) values, normative claims and expectations held by 

societal groups: TA was and is holding to a notion which nowadays is dominant in most 

conceptualizations of the relation of science and politics (see e.g. Functowicz & Ravetz 1992, 

Nowotny et al. 2001, MASIS Group 2009, see chapter 2 of this report). Transparency of the TA 

process and openness towards the public, involving a broad scope of interests and values have been 

essential features of the TA concept right from its start (Paschen & Petermann 1991; Guston & 

Bimber 2000, 5). Given TA’s link with informing decision making as a public process, TA can be 

understood as a feature of “Civic Epistemologies” as defined by Sheila Jasanoff (2005) (see chapter 

2). 

 

TA and Public Engagement 

Involvement of social interests and values through participation is seen as an important factor with 

respect to several aspects related to the quality of a TA study (Paschen & Petermann 1991). Starting 

from the definition of the problem that has to be dealt with and the identification of relevant 

questions to be answered, TA needs to be informed by different social perspectives and interests. 

Moreover, conclusions and in particular recommendations for political decision-making are by no 

                                                           
6
Having been established in many European countries for quite some time now there are however many European 

countries especially in the South of Europe and in Central and Eastern Europe where the concept of TA is not well 
established or even known - neither in academia nor in S&T policy making. It is the purpose of the EU funded project 
”Parliaments and Civil Society in Technology Assessment” (PACITA) to explore the opportunity structures and barriers for 
strengthening the concept of TA in national political contexts in European countries where TA infrastructures are not in 
place so far - be it at national parliaments or elsewhere in policy making and society. PACITA (FP7, 2011-2015) is a four-year 
research and action plan, funded by the European Commission Framework Program 7, under Theme SiS-2010-1.0.1 
Mobilisation and Mutual Learning Actions. The overall PACITA objective is to empower European member states and 
associated countries with an interest in TA to make informed decisions about institutionalising, organising and performing 
parliamentary TA. At the same time, PACITA is meant to stimulate reflexivity in regions and countries with established TA 
organizations (www.pacitaproject.eu). 
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means determined by pure scientific data but are the result of interpretations which depend on 

different values and different scientific paradigms and theories. Therefore, the process of defining 

issues and questions to be dealt with in a TA process is in itself a political process that requires 

involvement of all groups that might be affected by, or have a stake in, the issue under consideration. 

Apart from the need for a proper representation of the plurality of values in the TA process, 

participation is seen as a “must” in TA for analytical reasons. The particular knowledge of those 

affected by technology implementation has to be made available, in order to describe properly the 

chances and risks connected with the technology at stake and to explore what feasible and innovative 

problem solutions there are.  

Participation is not only required in order to ensure analytical quality and value representation, but 

also to ensure acceptability of TA results. Since TA normally acts in a field of highly contested 

questions and social controversies, such as safety and risks for humans and the environment, it is 

necessary for TA to analyse questions, perspectives and interests that all groups with a stake in the 

field can find relevant. TA in this respect intends to contribute to informed rational decision-making by 

representing and stimulating societal discourse which should help in the end to identify socially 

acceptable and sound solutions. Thus, a TA process involves scientific as well as interactive methods 

and procedures (Hennen et al. 2004; Decker & Ladikas, 2004).  

The recognition that the comprehensive assessment of new technologies is dependent on the values 

and interests of social groups has led TA to try out a large number of participatory formats for 

evaluating technology in which experts, laypersons, and political decision makers cooperate in 

various ways.  

(a) The involvement of stakeholders and the public may take the form of social research. The task of 

“social mapping” – i.e., to describe societal interests and values that are involved in the issue at stake 

as well as societal debate and conflict – is an indispensable aspect of every TA project. In a classical 

setting of scientific policy advice (as in the former OTA and nowadays some TA institutions on 

Europe), the methodologies for involving the public range from the classical methodologies of social 

research (such as opinion polls or focus groups) to workshops with representatives of stakeholder 

groups. In any case, the methods applied do not involve any attempt to have a direct effect on the 

public or policy making, but to survey interests and values that might be relevant for policy making 

and thus have to be taken into account in policy analysis and recommendations to policy makers. The 

role of the public may vary from sheer objects of research, as in an opinion poll, to a participant in a 

TA project providing input in terms of what questions have to be investigated in the course of a 

project (such as in a scoping workshop at the beginning of a TA process). 

(b) Participation may be applied via hearings or workshops. Experts and stakeholders are invited to 

contribute to the decision-making process by answering the questions of parliamentarians. In 

general, participatory consultations have become more prominent in parliamentary deliberations. In 

Germany, for example, the 35-year history of the parliamentary commission of inquiry (enquete 

commission) on S&T subjects can be read as a continuous process of discussing the problem of the 

public voice in S&T policy making – first as a problem (criticism of S&T) that has to be addressed, 

later as a voice that has to be heard, and finally as an actor that has to be involved in the work of the 

enquiry commission itself (Hennen et al. 2004).  

(c) Taking account of public interests and demands is decisive for any TA. In many European 

(parliamentary) TA bodies this is enforced by an explicit mission. Participation still remains part of 

policy analysis and advice and is not a substitute for decision making. Participation is however more 
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than an instrument employed by TA and rather a means to make TA itself public. Meetings such as 

consensus conferences are organized as publicly visible events that are targeted to inform policy 

making directly and stimulate and enlighten public debate about the S&T issue at stake. In this way, 

participatory TA becomes associated with the concept of deliberate democracy. It is then promoted 

as a means for not only informing decision making but also for providing both “input” (including a 

broader range of societal perspectives) and “output” (in the form of heightened legitimacy of policy 

making by improving the quality of decision making). In the “interactive” or “public” model of TA (as 

practiced in the Netherland or Denmark) society plays a more active role, and participatory methods 

have been systematically developed and applied in order to give the public a voice and at the same 

time initiate and stimulate public debate about the issues at stake. For the latter purpose, for 

instance, science festivals and TV formats have recently been attached to TA processes in the 

Netherlands. 

Interactive, participatory or dialogue methods are used to organise social interaction in order to 

explore values, interests and knowledge held by social actors as well as to support conflict 

management, initialise social learning processes and strengthen the ties between policy making and 

the public sphere. Such methods include (among others): 

 Consensus conferences, citizen juries, focus groups (to bring in the perspective of ordinary 

citizens),  

 Stakeholder workshops, focus groups (to explore interests and values held by affected social 

groups), 

 Future search conferences, scenario workshops (to allow for joint development of visions and 

problem-solving among relevant social actors). 

These methods are tailored to meet the particular quality criteria that TA procedures have to live up 

to, such as interdisciplinarity of the research process, scientific reliability of data, transparency and 

fairness, and relevance of results to policy making (Decker & Ladikas 2004; Grunwald 2002, Joss & 

Bellucci 2001). 

Given the increased frequency and the widespread use of participatory procedures in TA it can well 

be said that participatory TA in Europe is a well-established practice. In a report on participatory TA 

delivered to the German parliament that was published in 2004 (Hennen et al. 2004), identified 75 

documented participatory TA projects that had been carried out in Europe since the late 1980s. 

Many more have meanwhile been set up (see EPTA data base). Furthermore, the first European-wide 

PTA process (on neurosciences), comprising citizens conferences in several European countries plus a 

multilingual meeting of 150 citizens from all over Europe, was recently successfully completed (King 

Baudouin Foundation 2007). 

In addition to TA on the national level of policy making many processes of assessment are applied 

with regard to local and regional planning were research and innovation issues are involved. The 

‘Planungszelle’ (English: planning cell) for instance is a method which is predominantly applied on the 

local or regional government level to involve citizens affected from planning decision in the planning 

processes in order to provide for decisions that are based in socially robust knowledge and meet the 

expectations of affected citizens (Dienel 2009; Dienel & Renn 1995). Several experiences of planning 

cells many of them organized with regard to issues involving the implementation of technologies 

have been described so far (Hendriks 2005; Renn et al. 1984, 11). Whereas planning cells tend to be a 

foremost German approach of citizen participation in political decision-making, citizen juries were 
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applied in many different countries and contexts (Aldred & Jacobs 2000; Gregory et al. 2006; 

Henderson et al. 2013; Huitema et al. 2010; Street et al. 2014). Moreover, lots of experiences are 

collected in health policy-decision making. The literature study from Jackie Street et al reviews 

articles describing a total of 66 citizen juries in this field, covering ethical topics, questions of priority-

seeting and resource allocation, health policy issues like mammography screening, telemedicine or 

health system reform, environmental health issues like nanotechnology or GM foods and community 

wellbeing (Street et al. 2014). Several forms of public engagement in S&T policy making - that are not 

labelled as being (participatory) TA but actually focus on assessment of features of S&T citizens and 

the public - have been organized by public authorities and governments in Europe. Emerging 

technologies such as nanotechnology, genetic engineering and synthetic biology have been 

accompanied by public consultations (on-line and offline) in many European countries as well as at 

EU-level (see report on participation in the fields of GM-food, Nanotechnology and synthetic biology 

provided by the EU funded project GEST – Global Ethics in Science and Technology7). 

 

Problems of public engagement in TA 

It can be concluded from the research on participatory TA and its political role that the chances for 

public engagement to be visible in public or political debates are relatively good when the political 

situation is open, with relevant actors looking for new ways to solve problems and with no 

immediate decisions at stake. Typically these are situations when the problem has not yet been well 

defined politically or when the relevant actors are searching for common paradigms to solve the 

problem. The results of public engagement arrangements have a good chance of being referred to in 

the public sphere and in policy making if the focus is on the development of ideas and the objectives 

are not highly contested. When the issue at stake is highly contested and interest groups hold 

definite positions with regard to the issue, public debate of the benefits and risks may still be going 

on, but it is highly unlikely that independent policy advice or consultation will have any kind of 

impact, regardless of whether expert or participatory (see for this and the following Hennen 2013). 

The unclear political status of public engagement and the fact that it often appears to have little 

influence on decision making have, taking participatory TA (pTA) as an example, led to criticism (see 

also chapter 2). Although such criticism is justified with regard to many single pTA exercises, they 

appear to draw unduly strong conclusions from the observation of the limited effect of pTA. The 

limited effect is due to the lack of a defined role for participatory processes in the established 

decision-making processes, and is not caused by an inborn bias of pTA procedures. Participation in 

the context of TA is meant to be a contribution to deliberative opinion forming and not as a 

substitute for established representative bodies of decision making. Another criticism is that pTA is a 

means of framing issues in a way that non-scientific arguments (considered to be irrational) are ruled 

out by the process, or that citizens are involved in a procedure that rules out their authentic 

attitudes. This does not find much support in empirical studies of the outcomes of citizen juries in 

contested fields of technology or scientific development. It can however be shown that the outcomes 

of many pTA procedures (i.e., their conclusions or recommendations) often contradict the 

expectations held by experts and decision makers (Dryzek et al. 2009).  

                                                           
7
http://www.uclan.ac.uk/research/environment/projects/assets/cpe_gest_D1_1.pdf 

http://www.uclan.ac.uk/research/environment/projects/assets/cpe_gest_D1_1.pdf
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An evaluation of the effects of pTA must take into account that it is quite difficult, and often 

impossible, to identify the effects of scientific advice on decision-making processes. Such processes 

are generally influenced by a complex set of interests and rationalities (Albaek 1995). Thus, expert 

appraisal often suffers from the same lack of visible impact as participatory appraisal. In contrast to 

expert appraisal, however, pTA cannot simply be regarded as a (paid) service to policy making (that 

may be listened to or not). PTA bears, by including underrepresented societal perspectives, a 

connotation of democratizing S&T policy.  
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3.2 Involvement of CSOs and patient organizations in R&I 
 

Civil society organizations (CSOs) are “… organisations that are non-governmental, not-for-profit, not 

representing commercial interests, and that pursue a common purpose for the public interest. They 

are responsible for articulating the opinions of various social spheres, and include environmental 

groups, minority groups, consumer representatives and patient organisations, to name just a few” 

(European Commission 2014c). This type of organisations, representing interests and values that up 

to the 1960ies normally played only a marginal role (if at all) in R&I policy making during the last 

decades developed to become a strong voice in policy matters of (environmentally and socially 

detrimental) effects of R&I and successively grew from having a more informal role in R&I (as 

observers and critics from outside) to (partly) also taking part formally in R&I decisions making. 

This participation potentially applies for all 4 levels distinguished by the Emngage2020 project. CSOs 

(can) participate in all steps of a research project from initiating a project to dissemination and 

outreach activities; they can give research projects orientation, guide it and be part of the research 

process. In all kinds of policy fields representatives of CSOs are members of governmental 

committees. They provide decision-makers with their expectations and inform them about their 

needs and how problems can be solved scientifically. Members in these commissions review research 

proposals and ongoing projects and can have influence on defining specific research programmes. 

Besides, they participate in decision making process on the regulation of scientific applications. 

Background and history 

So called “new social movements”, especially the environmentalist movements, have entered 

societal and scientific debates from the end of the 1960s on. Basically, in all countries of the Western 

world public debate - induced and fuelled by organised groups of citizens - on environmental 

pollution and the risks of technologies, like nuclear energy to the environment and the human 

mankind indicated the end of an unspoken consensus on science and technology as being 

unquestioned sources of the common good8. This new discourse soon led to reactions on the side of 

established science and policy making. In 1967 Sweden started the first state agency for 

environmental protection and in 1970 the US government set up the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA). In 1972 the UNESCO passes the convention for the protection of cultural and natural 

heritage. In parallel to that, scientists active in the field of environmental safety establish new 

scientific institutions, e.g. French scientists set up the Fédération Française des Sociétés de 

Protection de la Nature or the Club of Rome constitutes itself and only a few years later published its 

influential report “The Limits of Growth” (Radkau 2011, 124ff).  

Thus the new social movements succeeded in influencing policy making (new institutions and rules) 

and scientific programming (new organizations and publications) also before the new movement 

developed professional forms of organisation during the 1970ies. The American organisation Friends 

of the Earth (FoE) separated itself as an own organization from the Sierra Club in 1969; in 1971 

Greenpeace was found in Canada and the German Federal Association of Citizen Initiatives for the 

Protection of the Environment (BBU) was founded as an umbrella organization for many local groups. 

These and other organizations provided an infrastructure for the environmental movement, linking 

the campaigns of different movement arms, campaigning for their issues and mobilizing the public 

                                                           
8
 Other topics of protest were ongoing wars and armed conflicts in the world or the oppression of women in society.  
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for important events. However, they not only supported public visible actions but also established 

contacts to responsible state agencies and departments in order to lobby for their goals. 

Respectively, also public authorities and policy-makers drew on support from these organizations in 

order to establish environmental policy as a new field of public action (Radkau 2011, 124ff). CSOs 

thus also gained direct political influence. They were cited and referred to as experts in new topics 

now becoming relevant for public elections. They participated in public opinion building and forming 

of expectations. Hence, the scope of tasks which CSOs took responsibility for expanded: having 

started with organizing public mobilization, they committed themselves to agenda setting, advocacy, 

lobbying, political education and also participated in governmental commissions (Leh 2006, 

pp. 211ff).  

The more duties were added to the organizations’ profile, the more the financial survival needed to 

be assured through fund raising and financial support by the state and the organisational structures 

had to be adopted to the new activity profile. Leading staffers of the organisations acquired 

professional status and needed to be scientifically trained. CSOs started to employ recruiting 

strategies and organizational training and development – aspects inspired by professional economic 

organizations. The new organisational structures entailed less participatory decision making on core 

questions and activities but more representative features as well as decreasing influence of 

volunteers outside the core of the organizations on programmatic discussions (Frantz & Martens 

2006, 62ff). The professionalisation of CSOs implies a change of focus from organising public protest 

to representing public interests within the political process (Saurugger 2009, 8f).  

The increased adaptability of CSOs to established political structures and processes reflects a 

functional need of societies in the late 20th and early 21st century. In politics this is articulated in new 

modes of societal integration in decision-making, nowadays addresses scientifically by the term 

“governance” (Rhodes 1996). “Governance” comprises a broad range of non-hierarchical political 

activities involving societal groups not only as addresses but also actors and partners. Apart from 

classic political institutions and organizations other actors have gained relevance for regulatory 

policies, e.g. economic associations, transnational companies or international organizations (Offe 

2009). This is also reflected in the new modes of governance by involving citizens “ more 

systematically … in the drafting and implementation of policies” as addressed in the European 

Union’s White Paper on Governance (European Commission 2001, see chapter 2.2 of this report ). In 

the same vein the societal role and integration of science has been changing: The backside of 

science’s growing importance for social welfare is a decrease in its unquestioned authority, due to 

problems of risk management and ethical ambiguities caused by S&T that are subject of lively public 

debates. It is in this context that science is expected to relate to societal expectations and problems 

(Bechmann & Stehr 2004) and to adopt new cooperative and transdisciplinary modes of knowledge 

production in which societal actors such as CSOs are involved as equal partners (Gibbons et al. 1994; 

Nowotny et al. 2001, see chapter 2 of this report). 

Levels of engagement 

CSOs have become part of decision making in different contexts nowadays, as they are 

acknowledged as representing relevant interests and contributing valuable knowledge by companies 

and political institutions. Being able to participate in the societal processes on different levels and 

sectors is made possible by the low costs for communication and traveling, compared to the 

founding phase of NGOs/CSOs today (Eder 2009, 25; Frantz & Martens 2006, 62ff). The main 

motivation of CSOs for being involved in R&I processes on different levels is the expectation that they 
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can influence decisions, so that a change of societal norms, values and practices according to their 

intentions could become possible. Moreover, being recognized politically increases the organizations’ 

legitimation. Other motifs are that they can broaden their own competences, gain scientific 

reputation as well as practical knowledge and enlarge their network. From the viewpoint of political 

decision-makers, their participation in policy fosters public legitimacy of policies as CSOs (Eder 2009, 

25). 

There are several examples of CSOs’ involvement on the level of R&I policy formation especially in 

EU policy making. One general example of CSOs participating in designing policies is the European 

Council of Associations of General Interest. The Council which was established in 1989 should 

provide the EU Commission with information about the interests, problems and expectations of the 

civil society towards EU policy-making. Therefore, it uses informal meetings, position papers or 

participates in hearings. It has a number of member organizations supporting the Council and 

supervising it. The Council is an institution with paid staff. “A major focus of [the Council’s] (…) work 

is advocating for civil dialogue to be established and practiced by public authorities across Europe” 

(CEDAG 2010). Another example is the European Health Policy Forum which is “[h]elping to ensure 

the EU's health strategy (…) [to] open, transparent and respond to public concerns” (European 

Commission 2014). A White Paper published by the Commission supports this statement and points 

at the increasing importance of personalized healthcare, as well as the patient as a subject instead of 

an object of the system. Therefore, “participation in and influence on decision-making” (European 

Commission 2007, 4) should be enabled. The Forum should review “the EU's work in various areas of 

public health and adopts recommendations, [should respond] to Commission consultations and 

assists in organising consultations, [should enable] exchange of views and experience on a wide 

range of topics [and assist] in implementation and follow-up of specific initiatives” (European 

Commission 2014).  

CSO’s are among other stakeholders included in several advisory groups of the Directorates general 

of the European commission, as e.g. the Advisory Group on the Food Chain and Animal and Plant 

Health. “45 stakeholder organisations representing farmers, the food industry, retailers and 

consumer organisations” participate in it.9 It is the group’s task to meet twice a year and discuss 

topics currently relevant for policy-making. The European Chemicals Agency runs three different 

advisory boards where stakeholders, e.g. representatives of CSOs or companies, are provided with 

information and asked to critically assess specific policy guidelines. As much as feasible the 

Committees follow a principle that a similar number of observer seats are allocated to 

industry/marketing associations and NGOs (and trade unions) (European Chemicals Agency 2012).  

Direct involvement of CSOs in agenda setting of research policy and defining research programmes 

apparently is widely practiced for the health or medical sector. With its long tradition in participation, 

the medical sector is extremely strong here. The UK Department of Health, for instance, has an 

ongoing call for patients and public involvement. They are invited to support policy at several levels: 

“when commissioning new research, when evaluating research outputs and, importantly, when 

planning dissemination” (Department of Health 2013). Similarly, companies also cooperate with 

patient organizations. The German company Bayer is one example10 

                                                           
9
  http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/health_consumer/dgs_consultations/advisory_group_en.htm 

10
  www.bayerpharma.com/en/corporate-responsibility/responsibility/patient-organizations/index.phpf 
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The European Rare Diseases Organisation (EURIDIS) describes on its homepage that representatives 

of patients participate in the development of new medicine and of new regulations. Specifically, they 

have memberships in different boards of the European Medicines Agency, e.g. in the Committee for 

Orphan Medicinal Products or in the Patients' and Consumers' Working Party. In the scientific 

working groups the representatives are long-term members with full voting rights. As well, lay people 

who suffer from a rare disease can become experts for the development of specific products 

(EURIDIS - Rare Diseases Europe 2014). The European Medicines Agency itself lists about 40 patient 

and consumer organizations which are involved in its activities (European Medicines Agency 2014). 

Furthermore, the agency provides criteria describing what kind of organisations are eligible for 

participation. These include legitimacy as being a formally registered organization, recognizable 

activities in the medical sector, EU-wide representation of patients or consumers of healthcare, 

inner-organizational structures with representation and election mechanisms and transparency 

regarding the CSOs’ funding (European Medicines Agency 2011).  

However, for R&I policy making and programme definition in general the influence of CSOs appears 

to be rather marginal. As has been described recently in a study on the governmental R&I policy 

formation in Germany, defining research and funding programmes is dominated by representatives 

of the scientific community, i.e. high level scientific experts from universities and industry as well as 

representatives of national research organisations. Whereas the field of environmental policy making 

also on the level of governmental bodies and agencies appears to be widely permeable for CSOs 

(which is without doubt partly due to the historical role of CSOs in developing this field of policy 

making), research policy at least in Germany remains to be a “closed shop” with high barriers for 

CSOs to induce their perspectives on, for instance, criteria of sustainability in R&I policy making (Ober 

2014). 

Involvement of CSOs directly on the project definition and research execution level again is mainly 

practiced in the medical and health sector. Compared to other kinds of CSOs, patient organizations 

can be regarded as the CSOs’ pioneer with regards to engagement in matters of research policy as 

well as setting up their own research agendas and projects: “[I]n the mid-1990s, it was still 

uncommon for foundations to initiate and conduct research. In fact, some foundations were told 

quite clearly by researchers and other advocates that research was not the role of an advocacy 

organization and that their sole purpose should be to provide support for families. In the early years, 

each of these organizations found their way, but later discovered that there were common methods 

that could leverage, both in information and infrastructure (…). Today, many foundations engage in 

research and systems have been established to create mentoring infrastructure and to capitalize on 

the individual by-products of the work of these organizations” (Terry et al. 2007). 

The prime example of direct engagement of patient organisations in R&I comes from the HIV 

movement in the late 1980s. On the one hand, the representatives of the movement aimed at 

influencing research agendas by arguing in a scientific way for topics which should be investigated. 

Therefore, they were partly capable of speaking the language of the scientists. On the other hand, 

the movement used the researchers’ dependence on the HIV-infected in order to improve individual 

chances to receive latest cures. The movement made it possible that people took part in medicine 

tests who had already participated in different studies before - although this research practices 

infringed valid research protocols (Epstein 1995, 425ff). The HIV experience paved the way for 
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patient organizations to get involved in research.11 Patient organisations are established and socially 

recognized organizations that partly have a long history in caring for patients with specific diseases. 

UK patient organizations, for instance, make use of their social position to take influence on 

pregnancy and child birth policy and research. They comment on research policy initiatives, set up 

new research agendas or wrote “systematic reviews of published and unpublished research projects 

from 1950 onwards” (Oliver 1995, 1319). Partly, CSOs are also included in state-organized advisory 

processes influencing research agendas as examples from the Netherlands show (Elberse et al. 2012). 

As well, experiences have been made where patients were involved directly with scientists in the 

research agenda setting. A research group from the Dutch Athena Institute developed a dialogue 

model consisting of six phases which enables ill or affected people (e.g. burn survivors) to make their 

matter an object of research. These phases are (1) the exploration of mutual interests and 

expectations of researchers and the affected people, (2) an consultation among the affected (e.g. by 

organizing a focus group), (3) the prioritization of their interests (e.g. through a survey), (4) the 

integration of the prioritized research agendas within dialogue with responsible people, (5) the 

development of the research program and finally (6) the implementation by the publication of calls 

for proposals. The idea behind this structured approach to agenda setting is to create good social 

conditions for involved stakeholders that allow a respectful and flexible exchange (Tineke & Broerse 

2010). 

Other fields with experiences of cooperation between CSOs and scientists are sustainability and 

environmental safety research, such as the FP7-funded CEECEC project which enforced the 

cooperation between CSOs and ecological economists. “The overall focus is not on theory but on 

case study learning, whereby CSOs and academics (...) identify and explore key issues for research in 

areas such as water management, mining, energy, forestry and agriculture, based on CSO needs and 

interests” (CEECEC). CSOs could contribute to these topics because they are acknowledged as experts 

in these fields themselves. The projects CREPE and CIVINET follow a similar approach.12 The first 

project conducted different agricultural case studies and explored the potential of CSOs to contribute 

to a research project. The second one applied an action research method. It examined the potential 

of social innovations in local communities and analysed to what extend these innovations could be 

transferred to other communities. The CSOs in the projects worked as intermediaries between the 

researchers and the communities. Partly, they took the roles of the researchers and conducted 

scientific data collection and analysis. Having worked with these communities before, the CSOs were 

able to assess the consequences of the research approach on the communities and could 

recommend alternatives. 

All these projects share the commonality that CSOs have control over central levers of the project 

development. Especially for problem oriented research “related more closely to societal needs” 

(CREPE 2010) it appears to be feasible that externals to science contribute to each step of a research 

project. They may support researchers in defining or refine research questions, in collecting data as 

well as interpreting the results of data analysis. Moreover, they provide knowledge on the practical 

implications of the research results (Beinare & McCarthy 2012, 891; Chalmers 1995, 1317). There are 

many other roles possible for CSOs between being the leader of a project and the consumer of its 

outcomes. In a structural sense they can be the project coordinator, WP-leader, simple member, part 

                                                           
11

 In addition, the transformation from research in the ivory tower waiting for serendipity to socially relevant research 
which is capable of the production of needed knowledge, made science an attractive partner for CSOs (Chopyak, 
Levesque 2002, 157ff).  

12
  http://crepeweb.net/; http://www.civinet.eu/english 

http://crepeweb.net/
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of the advisory board, sub-contractor or the object of research. If they are part of the project 

consortium, one of their tasks is often dissemination of results due to the large networks CSOs 

mostly have (Boeschen & Pfersdorf 2014b, 51ff). 13  

Cooperation of CSO’ and researchers in R&I – scope and challenges 

It is pretty difficult to obtain a full picture of practices and experiences regarding CSO involvement 

into research execution. The CONSIDER project published first results of two surveys. The first survey 

was sent to all FP7-project coordinators who were registered in the CORDIS database until autumn 

2012. 21 percent answered. From the original 14,000 projects, 455 projects seemed to have 

cooperated with CSOs. 91 percent of the coordinators who did not involve CSOs indicated that they 

just did not take the possibility of doing so into consideration. The second survey which explored the 

governance structure of the projects showed that CSOs are often included as experts and for 

disseminating results. Two thirds of them enter the project at a later stage, when the planning and 

designing process is done. In order to fulfil their role the involved CSO people have different skills 

and are well educated. A majority of them has work experience in the academic sectors. Similarly, 

some of the coordinators indicated to be a member of a CSO (Revel et al. 2013). Although, empirical 

studies like CONSIDER14 or STEPS15 show that CSOs are able to contribute to research execution and 

fulfil the roles ascribed to them within research projects it is not common to include CSOs in project: 

“When they are partners the cooperation is seen as very complementary: academics provide their 

knowledge, CSOs contribute their expertise, their partners and links with broader society” (Beinare & 

McCarthy 2012, 891).  

A major problem that often hinders CSO engagement, especially on the policy making level, is their 

being underequipped with resources in terms of time and personal capacities (see e.g. Ober 2014). 

One issue here - apart from public funding that is needed for making participation feasible - is 

capacity building. An example in this respect is the FP6-funded NanoCap project16 which took mainly 

care of informing participating CSOs about urgent policy questions in the field of nanotechnology so 

that they can become engaged in the respective policy debate or send their members to policy 

commissions. Within the project, CSOs defined their interests and demands concerning the safe and 

secure research and development of nano-products in compliance with all regulations and duties of 

diligence. The CSOs received specialized information from scientific experts, e.g. on the human and 

environmental risks of nanoparticles, ethical consideration with regards to the application potential 

of nanotechnologies or the related policy problems. 

A problem on the working level is the difference between the scientific jargon and the lay knowledge 

often expressed in everyday language. However, scholars who observed lay expert interactions 

recommend not overstate the superiority of expert language. They point at the epistemic relevance 

of lay knowledge for research on socially defined problems (Wynne 1998) and suggest terms like 

“experiential expertise, lay expertise, and counter-expertise” to signal the epistemic value of lay 

knowledge (Koay & Sharp 2013, 588). 

                                                           
13

  In EU funded projects the dissemination role for CSOs is at least partly an effect of the EU funding rules, which allow for 
100% refunding of dissemination costs, but usually only for 50-75% of research costs, the latter being difficult for CSOs 
to cope with. 

14
  http://www.consider-project.eu/ 

15
  http://www.steps-ph.eu/ 

16
  http://www.nanocap.eu/Flex/Site/Page4662.html?PageID=%26Lang= 

http://www.steps-ph.eu/
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A major issue in cooperation of CSOs and scientists is finding common goals. Often the concern is 

raised that CSOs have a clear mission, whereas scientists are bound to “disinterestedness”. 

Consequently, facts and results are interpreted in deviating ways so that the unity of a project can be 

endangered. The normative orientation of the CSOs can also be regarded as a reason of mistrust 

within a consortium. Whereas the CSO urges for finding respect towards their goals, researchers 

might not accept that their research is driven by values. A further problem is caused when industry is 

involved, because often market interests do not overlap with the interests of CSOs. Insofar, it is 

important to set common pillars for a shared mission in the beginning of a project. Preconditions of 

such a mission are for example joint problem definition, a common idea of how the results of he 

project should be applied and common understanding of the roles which each partner in the project 

should fulfil (Gall et al. 2009, pp. 18f). All these questions of organizing a research project are part of 

the governance structure of a participatory project and are answered in different ways depending on 

the influence of CSOs on the decision-making process within a project (e.g. CSO as a subcontractor or 

as the coordinator of a project) and on the CSO’s role in knowledge production (e.g. CSOs as a 

disseminator of knowledge or CSOs as co-responsible for the focus, data collection and analysis), 

(Boeschen & Pfersdorf 2014a).17 

The potential benefits of CSO involvement cover all steps of a research project. The underlying 

problem definition of a project can be sharpened with regards to social relevance. Data collection 

and analysis benefit form CSOs’ field access and knowledge. Public and scientific dissemination of 

results can benefit from CSO networks and can help to establish the legitimacy of the projects 

outcomes. A further effect of cooperation between researchers and CSOs can be the establishment 

of new networks of scientists and civil society. With regards to broader network building, Science 

Shops (see relevant section) could play an important role as an intermediary connecting researchers 

and CSOs. Additionally, the EU Commission emphasis that, “[c]ollaboration with CSOs uncovers new 

channels to frame and spread research outputs, achieving a greater impact on policy-making” 

(European Commission 2008, 10). Nevertheless, evaluation criteria and the scientific rewarding 

system still need opportunities how participatory activities could play out as advantages for 

researchers (European Commission 2008, 8ff).  

                                                           
17 The chapter on Science Shops gives examples on how co-operation in setting up research projects between researchers 

and CSOs is possible with facilitation by experienced ‘brokers’ at the Science Shop. These projects are usually of a smaller 
scale than the FP7 projects studied in e.g. the CONSIDER project; relationships and trust are easier build in local or regional 
settings and there are usually no complicated funding arrangements in place. 
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3.3 Involving consumers and end-users in R&I 
 

In modern economies with rapid technological change as well as rapidly changing markets it is 

decisive for industrial firms to know about the expectations and needs of their costumers, the users 

of their products, in order to be economically successful. Users are individuals who have specific 

knowledge about a context or the application of a product. They are every-day experts applying 

technologies to their everyday life problem. Speaking of user involvement in the following does not 

include professional experts or organised groups of users like patient organisation (see the chapter n 

CSOs) who would bring in their accumulated organisational knowledge. Individual end-users are 

involved because of their practical, contextual or implicit knowledge and their potential expectations 

towards the improvement of a product or a situation.  

Engagement of users in R&I is practiced on the project level - for product development or product 

improvement. The form of involvement depends on the structure of the focused group and the kind 

of technology involved (e.g. lead users in software development, amateur hikers testing outdoor 

clothes). Normally the user is involved in a design process which is organised and led by scientific or 

technological experts (producers). Users may however also initiate innovation processes, and recent 

developments such as so called Fablabs offer the opportunity for users to become producers 

themselves.  

Background and history 

The idea of user innovation can be traced back to Adam Smith who describes the improvement of a 

fire-engine by one of the ‘boys’ using them (Smith 1776/1999). However in the history of studies in 

the economy of innovation the so called linear model of innovation going back to Schumpeters 

model of innovation and his emphasis on the creative (and destructive) role of the entrepreneur has 

been dominating for a long period of time (Godin 2011). According to this model innovation is a 

sequential process starting from basic research, going over to applied research, to product 

development and finally production and diffusion (Godin 2005). In this model it is mainly the 

producer or the technology expert who initiates an innovation process and the user would only come 

in at the end of the chain when the product enters the market (diffusion). With growing speed of 

technological change and markets it became clear that innovation has to be conceptualised as an 

interactive process with users and producers involved at every stage. The linear model was expanded 

to a multilevel model of innovation including innovative actors, which can be producers and users, as 

well as societal structures and technological system which define technological regimes and cultures 

which all together shape the emergence and paths of innovation (Rip & Kemp 1998). This meets with 

insights from social studies of technology understanding technological change as a multi-layered not 

determined process influenced by different societal groups which define different development 

paths of a technology according to their preferences and needs - as shown in the classical study on 

the development of the bicycle by Pinch and Bijker (1984, for an overview see Rohracher 2005).  

In innovation research it was E. van Hippel (1988) who showed in several industrial studies that users 

directly inform the design of an innovation and can even initiate innovations they demand or desire 

by industry, thus underlining that the source of innovation is not necessarily the producer but the 

user (Gales & Mansour-Cole 1995). Nowadays it has not only be shown by research but is part of the 

fundamentals of innovation management that a decisive “… determinant of innovation success lies in 

the nature and intensity of interaction with contemporary and future users of an innovation” 
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(Freeman 1994, 470). In modern economies with global competition, segmented markets and a 

growing importance of adaptation of manufacturing to costumers needs, there are clearly economic 

advantages for manufacturers by involving users in product development - such as decreasing 

development costs, reducing marketing costs and accelerating diffusion. User involvement reduces 

uncertainty by providing developers with a more reliable picture of user demands and needs (Gales 

& Mansour-Cole 1995, 79 f).  

Modes of user engagement in R&I 

Nowadays, user involvement and participation is an issue in many fields of innovation: in software 

design and web development, in medical research, in all kinds of consumer products development 

and in development of social services. Innovative users can be intermediary firms who induce 

changes to equipment they have in use in order to increase efficiency and to reduce costs or “doctors 

in hospitals who may be addressed as ‘users’ of drugs or other products by pharmaceutical 

companies, although the end-user is the patient“ (Ornetzeder & Rohracher 2006, 139). However, also 

in consumer goods a vast experience of user involvement has been collected and described. 

Examples can be found in sports, like outdoor activities, in the software field, especially with regards 

to open-source, in the automobile sector or in retail banking (Bogers et al. 2010, 859; Lüthje et al. 

2005). In the context of this report, end-users and consumers are in the focus of interest, because 

they represent the involvement of “the public” in the meaning of “lay people” in R&I.  

It goes without saying that “usability” (or “user friendliness”) of a product – e.g. of computer 

software – is a precondition for market success and thus a routine aspect of project design taken care 

of by a producer. But in a complex market with a broad scope of user groups with different demands 

this will most probably not be sufficient. User involvement then can comprise more than applying 

routine methods of market research. As it is put in a paper on user involvement in IT-design, the term 

“usability” is not “… limited to the display and keyboard interface between human and machine, but 

rather we recognise that it encompasses how any artefact fits into a complex work or home 

environment” (Kujala 2003, 1). It then is regarded to be indispensable to be in direct contact with 

users “… in order to understand the various contexts of use” (Kujala 2003, 1).The levels of user 

involvement are various and the methods obviously numerous. Methods include ethnographic 

observations of user behaviour, thus engaging users passively, or user centred design with users 

evaluating prototypes, or “participatory design” with an active role of users in defining development 

projects according to their goals and demands and accompanying the entire development process 

(Kujala 2003, 3). Approaches to user involvement may be specific to one or may comprise the entire 

chain of steps of a product design process (specification, conceptual development, detailed design, 

prototyping, final product) (Kaulio 1998). The process may directly lead to new innovations but can 

also just be a collection of ideas and expectations or can only imply that the user is rather taught 

about new development than being able to actively participate. 

Concepts and fields of consumer and end-user involvement  

The practices of participatory design or of user involvement on the project level are reflected by 

different research communities. A search for “participatory design” in the literature database 

“scopus” (search performed in June 2014), showed that most of the listed articles refer to subject 

areas such as computer science, social science engineering, medicine, mathematics and business. 

Often, the literature makes clear references to the involvement of workers or employees aiming at 

redesigning workplaces or products which should be developed in companies (Gärtner & Wagner 
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1996, 197f; Kensing & Blomberg 1998, 169ff, see chapter 3.4 of this report). The search for inclusion 

of users of a technology beyond the level of the innovation project on other levels of R&I such as 

research policy leads to other forms of PE in R&I. If you understand the user as somebody affected by 

a disease or if as a user of healthcare (a term used predominantly in the UK), other forms of 

involvement become relevant. In the present report especially the section on CSOs and patient 

organizations illustrates how these groups of affected people participate in health research policy.18 

The literature on user involvement features different terms, concepts and methods of user 

participation. All approaches share the common idea that users have knowledge which can be 

essential to invent solutions for already identified problems or that users can point at existing but 

generally unknown problems and suggest related solutions (Asaro 2000). Whereas “participatory 

design” or “user-centred design” are overarching concepts, others rather are sub-concepts with a 

specific focus. “Empathic design” is interested in the people’s feelings and emotions towards a 

possible product or problem field (Crossley 2003). The idea behind “contextual design” is to strongly 

consider the environmental and situational conditions of the users in order to adapt the planned 

solutions(Beyer & Holtzblatt 1998). “Open innovation” is another concept promoting the idea of 

including the potential user in the development of products. But, representatives of open innovation 

methods intend to boost the product development and the dissemination of news about the product 

(advertisement) related to a specific company (Chesbrough 2003). Whereas in “participatory design” 

or “user centred innovation”, empowerment is the guiding principle, the concept of open innovation 

is focused on economic interests of the company (reducing development costs, maximising market 

success). To put it differently, open innovation rather stands for an innovation process driven by user 

needs but a closed innovation outcome (owned by the producer), whereas a strong concept of 

participatory design stands for both an open process driven by user needs and an open outcome. 

Table 3 points at this relation and suggests conceptual framings of the achieved innovation.  

Table 3: Relation of Innovation Outcomes and Innovation processes  

(Huizingh 2011) 

  Innovation outcomes 

  Closed Open 

Innovation process Closed Closed Innovation Public Innovation 

Open Private Open 

Innovation 

Open Source 

Innovation 

 

                                                           
18 User conferences, however, could also be understood as a form of participation of users in the policy discourse. 

Compared to other forms, especially in the health care arena, these kinds of conferences do not have any linkages to 
institutional settings. But, press and TV normally report from well-known events, like the yearly meeting of the German 
computer user association “Chaos Computer Club”. There, basically everybody is “encouraged to contribute by 
volunteering, setting up and hosting hands-on and self-organized events (…) or presenting (…) own projects to fellow 
hackers” (https://events.ccc.de/congress/2013/wiki/Main_Page). So, at least lead-users might be able to get a stage and an 
audience with whom they can share their ideas or concerns. The last conference of the Chaos Computer Club which put an 
emphasis on the NSA scandal was covered by many newspapers and TV news. The more the topic of a conference has been 
receiving public and media attention, the more likely it is that journalists report about the conference. 
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A guideline for user integration within the context of ambient assistant living suggests three phases. 

In the understanding phase (1), designers need to learn about the needs of the end-user groups and 

to what extent these go beyond the state-of-the-art of technology. In the conceptualization phase 

(2), the target group needs to be limited, ideas of how to answer the identified needs should be 

developed and exemplary cases need to be described. Then, in the testing phase (3), the product is 

checked, evaluated and if needed improved. After that, the business modelling follows which should 

explore the market conditions for the innovation (Nedopil et al. 2013, 10). The central point in 

processes like this is that all involved parties, users and producers, share all relevant knowledge. If 

this is the case products can be developed which fit both sides’ environments and expectations 

(Kensing & Blomberg 1998, 172).  

The ISO standard for Human-centred design for interactive systems outlines principles of user 

involvement in software. According to these principles users should be involved actively at every step 

in the course of the design and development process with key influence on the functionality of the 

product (ISO 1999; Usability Net 2006). Normally however, the design process is initiated by 

researchers or companies who intend to develop a new technology or adapt an existing one to the 

needs of its users. However also then the integration of users can go beyond pocketing their 

knowledge for the new innovation, but can give them significant authority in the innovation practice. 

Nevertheless the decision on the final design and the ownership of the innovative ides remains with 

the producer. 

Not only in the private economy but also in the field of public services, approaches of user centred 

innovation have been applied. In this context the basic idea of empowerment of the participating 

users is more visible. The New Yorker CSO “Project for Public Spaces”19, for instance, has developed 

the “place making approach” which is split in various different methods that are applied to all kinds 

of community related contexts, e.g. streets and transits and public markets. One of the methods the 

CSO suggests is the so called “Place Performance Evaluation Exercise” in the context of which “… 

groups of stakeholders [are taken] on-site, where they harness their knowledge and intuition to 

determine how the place can best serve the community as a whole. The groups then reconvene to 

share their ideas for short- and long-term improvements, such as new programs, amenities, or design 

changes. Whether the participants are schoolchildren or professionals, the exercise produces 

dramatic results because it relies on the expertise of people who use the place every day, or who are 

the potential users of the place. Those who know the space most intimately are the ones who really 

shape the vision” (Project for Public Spaces 2009). The example illustrates the applicability of the 

idea of user centred innovation in other fields than those dominated by private companies. The tools 

and techniques applied in such settings are similar to other methods of participation or methods of 

qualitative social research, e.g. document analysis of written material about the use of technologies, 

related ethnographic observations, workshops where the involved user groups discussed their 

experiences, focus groups, scenario workshops or simulations (Kensing & Blomberg 1998, 175ff).  

A more recent approach to user involvement which aims at providing the user with as much as 

possible autonomy is the “Fabrication Lab” (FabLab). A FabLab is a place where all kinds of people 

meet for designing and producing the products or material parts they need. The first FabLab was 

setup by MIT to help local entrepreneurship. However, the labs are also used to boost universities’ 

and schools’ outreach and education programs. “Users learn by designing and creating objects of 
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personal interest or importance. Empowered by the experience of making something themselves, 

they both learn and mentor each other, gaining deep knowledge about the machines, the materials, 

the design process, and the engineering that goes into invention and innovation. In educational 

settings, rather than relying on a fixed curriculum, learning happens in an authentic, engaging, 

personal context, one in which students go through a cycle of imagination, design, prototyping, 

reflection, and iteration as they find solutions to challenges or bring their ideas to life” 

(Fabfoundation 2014). The cooperation process in the lab is meant to lead to development of new 

prototypes of machines as well as to help locals to fix their own technical equipment. FabLabs give 

public access to the Lab space and the technical equipment, such as e.g. 3-D-printers or vinyl cutters, 

for free. Like participatory design processes, a key feature is the sharing of knowledge as described 

above. FabLabs cooperate in networks. The sharing of knowledge is not limited to each local “garage” 

but is organized globally. People can cooperate even if they are not at the same place or they can ask 

each other for help.20 A recent success example is reported from the Netherlands. A retired designer 

recognized the need for bicycle mirrors due to increased traffic. Having developed his design, he 

contacted the Science Shop Twente who then linked him to the FabLab Enschede where he could 

produce a first prototype. All information about the mirror and a 3D instruction of its production is 

publically available (April 2014). Similar experiences are collected on online platforms. At 

openwear.org people collaborate in the creation of fashion or on opensourceecology.org a group 

farmers construct and build their machines together (Bannon & Ehn 2013). The Fablab concept so far 

is not more than a niche activity. Basically the Fablab idea can be regarded as an approach of 

translating the idea of empowerment of local communities to the shop floor or the laboratory bench 

(see chapter 3.5 of this report). 

Motivation and problems 

Typically, the motifs for user integration are mainly instrumental ones on the producer’s side as well 

as on the users’ side.21 If knowledge is sticky to the users, which means that much efforts and money 

needs to be spent to transfer it from the users to the designers, then participatory methodologies 

become relevant. Applied participatory methods have the effect that the user’s knowledge is brought 

in forms and translated into functionalities, so that the producers can understand it and work with it. 

This means that all knowledge gathered from the users is translated into the language of the 

designers and product developers involved. The user knowledge might also take other shapes of 

relevance than the economic one: “Knowledge about politics and power structures in social settings 

is essential; such local knowledge also recognises possibilities for change [that is] already there. (...) 

[T]acit knowledge and shared knowledge is taken for granted and therefore usually unspoken or 

invisible” (Gregory 2003, 63). 

The involvement of users reduces the costs which would need to be paid for other expertise. Might 

the producers profit because they can save money and deliver a creative solution, “the users (…) 

develop fundamentally different (and functionally novel) innovations because they alone benefit 

from using the innovation, while they also draw on a different knowledge base” (Bogers et al. 2010, 

862). Studies from innovation research have shown that the involved are often lead-users in the 

specific product field. This means that that they have experienced problems which are unknown to 

others and that they can be sure to profit from the new product (Hippel 1986). To that extent the 
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  The FabFoundation provides detailed information: http://www.fabfoundation.org/. 
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 A minor reason of users to participate in an innovation process is that it makes fun and is enjoyable (Lüthje & Herstatt 
2004).  
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integration of users in a participatory design process is especially recommended if the users have 

higher expectations towards the benefits of the innovation compared to the producers. Then, the 

users are visionaries pushing the innovation process to a stage which was unthinkable for the 

producers before. Otherwise, a participatory design process could also aim at balancing the different 

expectations towards new innovations. But, users do not only participate in order to improve their 

daily life. Also, they might gain financial profits from their engagement. However, the intellectual 

property rights are often not clear which can result in conflicts (Harhoff et al. 2003).  

User involvement is often dropped as a concept in discussions on improving the social acceptability 

of research and technology, e.g. in contexts of the Lisbon treaty. However, there are no structured 

activities of funding and network building observable in Europe. According to the Cordis database, 16 

projects relating to “participatory design” were funded under FP7. A clear majority of these projects 

take place in the ICT field, but only a few of them are involving end-users among and most of them 

focus on users like companies or governmental agencies. 36 projects were funded under FP7 which 

use open innovation in its project description. A clear majority of these projects seek to explore 

conditions of introducing a technical application to the market. 

Some general conclusions on the practicality and effects of user involvement can be drawn when 

looking at the degree of flexibility that the technology offers in terms of design options and at the 

degree of heterogeneity or homogeneity of the user group involved: If the user group is homogenous 

and the technology is specific, users are in the position to articulate their needs, demands, concerns 

and opportunities they expect from the technology. The involvement aims at spurring the users’ 

creativity, and in a wider context, it should illustrate how the technology can change the real life or 

to what extent it raises problems or disappoints expectations. If the user group is homogenous and 

the technology is flexible, the technology developers are faced with many different expectations. The 

users’ creativity can also be spurred, but the involvement needs to “[develop] structures and 

common codes for frequent interactions” (Moors et al. 2008, 456). In a wider context, the 

involvement should as well help to demonstrate how the technology might change everday practices 

or which new expectations and demands can be raised.  

If the user group is heterogeneous and the technology is specific, the involvement is rather concerned 

with “exchanging knowledge and debating values and visions” (Moors et al. 2008, 456). This could 

lead to the development of patterns and norms describing possible interactions. In a wider context, 

the involvement of users can help to inform them how they can integrate the technology into their 

daily life. If the user group is heterogeneous and the technology is flexible, involvement might result 

in the “[b]roadening of perspectives or the assessment of visions and frames” (Moors et al. 2008, 

456). If the involvement takes place in a wider context, the process is more about informing and 

teaching users about the wider applications possibilities but can also produce feedback to the 

developers about further expectations and demands (Moors et al. 2008, 456). 
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3.4 Employee Engagement in the field of Workplace Innovation 22 
 

Engagement of employees in management and organisation of work processes is nowadays widely 

referred to in the context of “workplace innovation”, a management concept aiming at non-technical 

innovations at the workplace by “… implementation of new and combined interventions in the field 

of work organisation, human resources management and supportive technologies”. These 

interventions are understood as being complementary to technological innovation (Pot 2011, cit. Oeij 

et al. 2012). The process of workplace innovation is basically designed as being “collaborative”, i.e. it 

affords the active participation of the workforce. 

Employee engagement in workplace innovation differs from the other fields of engagement covered 

in this report. Engagement here is applied in the context of organisational, i.e. at least partly social 

innovation (albeit related to technical change in the workplace). Engagement in this case is also part 

of a particular management approach thus being influenced by the particular regimes and relations 

of power given by the labour-capital setting. Since the process of workplace innovation can be 

conceived as a R&I project, employee engagement mainly takes place on the project level. The level 

of project definition would be involved as far as employees are engaged in the setting up of 

workplace innovation plans in a company. 

Background and history of Workplace innovation  

The relation of the workforce and management in industrial production and especially the right of 

the workforce to be involved in decisions regarding the organization of work processes is as old an 

issue as is industrial capitalism. During the long history of industrial conflicts and alongside with 

continuous technological change and re-organisation of working processes the rights of employees 

and their involvement in management decisions have been expanded, so that nowadays at least 

elements of “industrial democracy” (Blumberg 1968) are realised in western democracies - mainly via 

the establishment of shop stewards committees and representation of worker’s interests by trade 

unions. Besides these political developments there is a history of conflicts around the knowledge and 

the skills of workers and the access to these by the management. Technological change and industrial 

modernization related re-organisation of work processes not only have brought about an enormous 

increase in work productivity as the fundament of social wealth but also have always induced a 

devaluation of skills (connected with technological unemployment for parts of the work force). 

Modernisation of industrial processes in Marxist inspired labour sociology has been criticised as 

continuous processes of expropriation of skills and loss of control over the work process on the side 

of the employees to the advantage of increased control by the management (Braverman 1974/1998). 

On the other hand, for many modern workplaces expanded skills are requested, and starting from 

the 1980ies the involvement of employees in workplace organisation as well as “enriched” modes of 

working, such as team work and quality circles, have been developed. With such new modes of 

workplace organisation and human resource management - especially in high-tech industries - 

participatory approaches to industrial work organisation gained importance. Again strategies of soft 

human resource management and enriched workplaces with expanded competences for skilled 

workers have given rise to debates about to what extend these new modes of management are 

sophisticated ways of management control via “self-regulation”(Aleveson & Willmott 2002, Cushen & 

Thompson 2012, Minssen 1999). It is in this conflictual terrain that discussions about employee 
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engagement are situated. The discussion about employee participation in the 1980ies shifted from 

discussions on “industrial democracy” to “management driven human resource management 

approaches”. Approaches to direct involvement of employees, such as “employee empowerment”, 

“high commitment and performance”, “employee engagement” or “employee voice” are motivated 

by the improvement of efficiency and productivity and are quite prominent in management 

literature and industrial practice starting from the 1980ies (Gollan & Xu 2014). 

In recent years, working processes have undergone tremendous changes such as the shift from 

“fordistic” to “postfordistic” working regimes or the shift from an “industrial economy” to a 

“knowledge-based economy” which are widely described in scientific literature. Work organisation 

and working conditions at the workplace have changed in manifold ways (e.g. flexibilisation of 

working time, diversity of employees, etc.). Moreover, not only family life has changed (more single 

parents, more households with dual-earners, more men who participate in child care etc.), but also 

the demographics of the workforce with more women taking an active role. This has led to a change 

in human resource management as well, with taking into account needs of employees and 

approaches to increase involvement of employees in organisational matters as well as workers’ 

autonomy at the workplace. Attempts to adapt to a changing environment are reflected by frequent 

reference to labels such as innovative, adaptive, high performance, and new or flexible as new trends 

in the workplace today. But still, in many firms, a lot of work processes for example operation hours 

or beliefs about face time which were established during the industrial era still remain present in 

workplace practices today. As Swanberg holds, “… workplace structures and processes rooted in the 

industrial era do not fit the demands of the 21st century, nor do they fit with the expectations and 

preferences of the contemporary workforce. When the expectations of the worker clash with that of 

the organization, employee engagement suffers.” (Swanberg 2010: 2).  

 Recent practice of and discussion on employee engagement in Europe is driven by the concept of 

“Workplace innovation”. This approach to improve working conditions and organise work in 

economically effective ways and according to demands and needs of employees at the same time has 

also found much support from the EU, which launched the European Workplace Innovation Network 

(EUWIN).23 For the European Commission workplace innovation is obviously regarded to be a 

decisive cornerstone of the Lisbon strategy of improving economic performance, competitiveness 

and social wealth in Europe. The network supported by the European Union’s DG Enterprise and 

Industry comprises - as is stated in a EUWIN-paper – “enterprises, employer organisations, trade 

unions and researchers from more than 30 countries” (Totterdill et al. 2013). 

The concept of Workplace Innovation and the role of engagement 

In a position paper the EUWIN community defines “Workplace Innovation” as being a social, 

participatory process which shapes work organisation and working life, combining human, 

organisational and technological dimensions. This participatory process simultaneously results in 

improved organisational performance and enhanced quality of working life.” (Dortmund/Brussels 

Position Paper 2012, 1). Workplace Innovation is generally meant to be a process that supports 

organisational structures and workplace culture that provide an environment where workers and the 

management develop solutions for workplace problems with mutual respect and understanding 

(Beblavý et al. 2012). The concept is seen as a contribution to sustainable economic, ecological, and 

social change which shall be reached by supporting the innovative capacity of organisations and 
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individuals. With regard to business economics the concept holds to improve commitment of 

employees, creativity at the workplace and better performance and thus should lead to increased 

revenues. 

The participatory dimension of workplace innovation comprises on the one hand the involvement of 

employees in the process of changing the workplace, i.e. participation in the process of workplace 

innovation. On the other hand, and more at the core of workplace innovation, there is the 

empowerment and increased autonomy of employees in the work process itself as the goal or 

outcome of workplace innovation. Characteristics of organisations seeking to adapt to workplace 

innovation are policies including elements such as knowledge sharing and open dialogue. Alternative 

workplace practices may include:  

 Alternative job design practices, including work teams. 

 Job enrichment, job rotation, and related reforms. 

 Formal participatory practices, including quality circles or problem solving groups, town hall 

meetings, team briefings and joint steering committees (Beblavý et al. 2012).  

Workplace innovation is associated with active work situations, in which workers have sufficient 

autonomy to control their work demands. This is coupled with more discretionary capacity for 

learning and problem-solving (Totterdill et al. 2013). Practices such as work teams and quality circles 

are considered central to high performance of organizations (Godard 2004). Thus the concept of 

workplace innovation is understood as an interactive process: “(…) developing and deploying human 

talent and fostering a willingness to cooperate are an indispensable component of a versatile 

network economy, relying heavily on participation, dialogue and self-organisation by engaged 

individuals working in and between organisations” (Dortmund/Brussels Position Paper 2012: 3, see 

also Beblavý et al. 2012; Dervojeda et al. 2013, Harris et al. 2011).  

Besides the elements and structures of dialogue, knowledge sharing, and experimentation, 

workplace innovation contains more technical structures like flexible workplaces and mobile work 

stations. Parts of these structures are modern, flexible, and economical workspaces that are 

expected to inspire people and increase productivity. For example, easy access to business resources 

could increase personal productivity for people working in places other than the traditional office 

space (Beblavý et al. 2012). Home office as a second option workplace is one example. These policies 

for personal device usage and flexible work schedules should support the recruitment and retention 

of talent. 24 In summary, the philosophy of the concept is characterised by the notion, that successful 

“(…) and sustainable organisations create empowering workplace environments which enable 

employees at all levels to use their knowledge, competences and creativity to the full” (Totterdill et 

al. 2013: 1). 

 

Effects and problems of workplace innovation 

Workplace innovation is expected to lead to major changes organisational and economic changes: 

more “interactive” structures in the organisation of the workplace, growth of a network economy, 

                                                           
24 ”Flexibility” is of course not without controversy. The borders between work life and private life can become blurred and 

have negative effects on the quality of life for the employees which may affect the performance of organisations in general.  
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multi-located working sites, distributed leadership and management, changing institutional roles of 

unions and occupational groupings (Dortmund/Brussels Position Paper 2013). To what extend this is 

already observable in reality cannot completely be covered by empirical research. However, some 

attempts have been made to study and research effects of workplace innovation through surveys 

and case studies.  

Positive outcomes of workplace innovation processes in case studies include improved employee 

relations, improved management approaches, increased workplace morale, and trust between 

employees and management (Harris et al. 2011). A study based on research in four companies active 

in workplace innovation in France, Portugal, U.K. and Canada found the following advantages of 

workplace innovation: workplace enhancements for their employees; increased flexibility for 

employers as well as employees; increased personal productivity of employees; less commuting time; 

better work/life balance for employees. The study also supported the notion that workplace 

innovation “… enabled organisations to recruit and retain talent better, and lowered real estate cost 

whilst offering possibilities to reduce the environmental footprint of these organisations. From a 

macro perspective the benefits of enhancing workplace productivity can be linked to sustainable 

economic growth at the country-level.” (Dervojeda et al. 2013: 2). In an EU wide study on Employee 

Participation and Organizational Change (EPOC)25 a survey of 6000 workplaces was conducted. The 

results showed that 68 % of firms that implemented semi-autonomous groups enjoyed reductions in 

costs; another 87 % reported reduced throughput times and 98 % reported improved products and 

services (Totterdill et al. 2013). The European Working Conditions Survey (EWCS26) showed that 

workplace innovation results in active work situations, increased autonomy of employees to control their 

work demands and more discretionary capacity for learning (Dortmund/Brussels Position Paper 2012). 

According to Totterdill et al. (2013, 3), “… European research shows that improvements in both the 

quality of working life and organizational performance can be combined successfully. Additionally, 

empowering work practices such as self-organized teamwork increase employee motivation and 

well-being, play a particularly important role in reducing employee stress, enhancing job satisfaction 

and mental health, and improving retention” (Totterdill et al. 2013: 3). For employees workplace 

innovation would also result in better mobility that could lead to higher flexibility and a better work-

life balance. The studies also available also identified some possible shortcomings, such as veiling 

boundaries between work and private life which can disorder the balance between work and life and 

cause disturbance in the recovery of employees in their private life (Dervojeda et al. 2013).  

While there are benefits of workplace innovations, several barriers also exist to the uptake of 

innovations. The barriers can be divided into two main categories: microeconomic and 

macroeconomics explanations. On the microeconomic level factors such as risk aversion, lack of trust 

between social partners and costs related to the transition towards a new work environment might 

cause reluctance on the side of the management. Dervojeda et al. (2013, 13) found that “… one of 

the most important barriers relates to the organisational resistance to change brought about by 

workplace innovations. When a new technology is introduced factor proportions change, 

responsibilities are altered and procedures change. There are threats to lines of authority, job 

security and responsibility.” As the authors of the Position Paper 2012 noted, “Market forces fail to 

provide organisational decision-makers with adequate information and knowledge resources to 

understand and instigate in Workplace Innovation” (Dortmund/Brussels Position Paper 2012: 1). 
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Priority setting by decision makers may also be attributed to low engagement processes in 

organisations. Engagement processes need large investments in terms of time and money, before 

the positive effects can be felt. Short time forecast, like profitable growth of the company, may in 

many cases take precedence over engagement activities. On the macro level the context in which 

institutions and enterprises operate matters. Beblavý et al., in their study, examined factors such as 

sector of employment, the size of the company and the age and skills of the workforce. Their 

conclusion was that “(…) none of them was directly a barrier in the sense that different elements of 

workplace innovation can fit different contexts” (Beblavý et al. 2012: 53).  

A central problem of engagement of employees is obviously grounded in the existing power relations 

between management and workforce. One may follow Totterdill et al. when they stress that 

“workplace innovation is not another ‘initiative’ or just the latest management fad, but rather it is 

about the systematic adoption of workplace practices, grounded in evidence, that unleash employee-

led knowledge, skill and innovation at every level of the organisation” (Totterdill et al. 2013: 3). And 

it is also right to hold that a “truly innovative” workplace organisation is one that adopts innovative 

practices in all aspects of its work and policies and is cautious about preoccupation with efficiency, 

economy, and productivity at the expense of its workers. Nevertheless workplace innovation is a 

management approach to organisation of the work process in a way that is meant to solve business 

economic problems by increasing human productivity, in order to ensure effectiveness of 

organisations that want to survive and thrive in what is today a very competitive global market. The 

term “Employee engagement” in this context often is used in the meaning of the extent to which 

employees engage themselves for the economic goals of the company. Engagement in the meaning 

of “participation in planning and decision making” then is regarded as being a means to achieve the 

former and not as a way of establishing “industrial democracy”.  
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3.5 Science Shops 
 

Science Shops can be described as intermediaries between researchers on the one hand and citizens 

and civil society on the other. They offer research support to communities, CSOs or groups of citizens 

which do not have access to scientific expertise by connecting them to scientist in order to make 

them take up the issue of concern by a research project.  

Public engagement in R&I by Science Shops thus mainly works at the level of project design and 

actual project work. Projects carried out by Science Shops are designed according to the expressed 

needs of groups of citizens that can as well contribute to the actual research work by bringing in their 

knowledge and observations and by eventually translating research outcomes into practical solutions 

or articulated political demands.  

Background and history 

The idea and practice of Science Shops was first developed in the Netherlands in the 1970s. In a 

climate of a flourishing discussions on democratizing science initiated by the students’ movement, 

groups of enthusiastic students and scientists intended to open up the academic circles of university 

research to civil society and its problems in order to give free access to scientific knowledge to social 

interest groups (such as unions and environmental activist,) which otherwise would have no or little 

access to science for cultural and/or budgetary reasons. Thus the Science Shop model was originally 

closely connected with ambitions of social change as held by environmentalists, left wing unionists, 

women’s liberation movement or third world activists (Wachelder 2003). Science Shops in the later 

years benefitted from being integrated in universities who regarded them as an appropriate means 

for societal outreach. In the following years Science Shops underwent a process of institutionalization 

and developed more and more into particular service facilities strengthening its professional role as 

intermediaries between academia and civil society (Wachelder 2003, 254). The environmental 

movement and the raise of citizens initiatives as well as editorials in “Science” and “Nature” and 

other international publications (Ades 1979, Nelkin & Rip 1979, Dickinson 1984, Leydesdorff 1980, 

Zaal & Leydesdorf 1987, see: Mulder et al. 2001) led to an early adaptation of the Science Shop 

model in Denmark, Northern Ireland, Germany and France and again in the 1990ies a wave of 

Science Shop initiatives could be observed in connection with debates on a change in relations 

between science and society and new modes of knowledge production (Nowotny et al 2001). 

Internet with Dutch Science Shops offering English pages has been instrumental here. In the US, 

activities comparable to those of Science Shops have been taken up by universities and independent 

research organisations and are labelled here as “Community based research” (Sclove et al. 1998).27 

The model has been addressed as being one of the most promising models for a new democratic and 

open relationship of science and society by scholars of science and technology studies (Laird 1993, 

Bijker 1995, Irwin 1995, see Wachelder 2003, 245). The concept of Science Shops also raised interest 

at the European Commission in the context of its Science and Society initiative. Several EU funded 

projects dealing with the development of the concept and the support of a European network of 
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Science Shops were funded by the EC (see Fischer et al. 2004, 200 ff., ISSNET, SCIPAS; INTERACTS, 

PERARES).28  

The history of Science Shops is however not one of continuous growth or success. On the one hand, 

there has been an uptake of the concept in the 1990 in Eastern European countries as well as in 

Australia and China. On the other hand it is reported that “many of the old, and well established, 

Science Shops have been shut down over the last decades” (Schlierf & Meyer 2013, 433). It is difficult 

to come up with reliable data due to the often informal operating and low visibility of Science Shop 

activities (Schlierf & Meyer 2013, see e.g. also Leydesdorff & Ward 2004, Gnaiger & Martin 2001, 

Mulder & De Bok 2006). In 2000 the international network for Science Shops “living knowledge” 

(www.livinknowledge.org) was launched, which gained support from the EU.29 On the network’s 

webpage 67 “contact points” to institutions active in community based research or Science Shops are 

listed. There are for example single contact points for Australia, China and South Africa and Israel 

each. For the US there are nine community based research centres listed (seven of which at 

universities), for Canada five institutions are listed (three of which at universities). The remainder of 

the contact points is from Europe with the Netherland with 19 Science Shops at seven universities 

(three universities hold several distinct shops with different scientific focus, from natural science to 

humanities), Germany with 10 Science Shops (nine at universities) and UK with five. For many 

European countries only one or two contact point are listed (Greece, Hungary, Belgium, Italy Ireland 

Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Spain, Austria, Denmark, Estonia and France). An outstanding case is 

Romania where from 1998 to 2005 with support from the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs around 

10 Science Shops were founded at universities, which, according to the living knowledge listing, are 

still active.  

Idea and working mode 

The classical university Science Shop model works as follows: 

“In a Science Shop, questions from civil society organisations are phrased as specific research projects. 

Students, under supervision of a professor, then perform the research or a researcher does it. 

Students usually get credit points, counting towards their degrees, for their research. The research 

will lead to a report or another type of product that is useful to the client.” (Mulder & De Bok 2006, 3) 

Practically speaking a community (civil society organisation, group of citizens with a common 

interest, affected by the same problem) will approach a Science Shop and ask for research being 

done that might help to solve their problem (see Mulder et al. 2006, Gnaigner & Martin 2001, 44). 

The Science Shop personnel will translate the demand of the community into a research project and 

will organize this by either giving the task to students and researchers of the university the Science 

Shop is associated with or to own Science Shop personnel. The Science Shop will also support the 

community in using the research results. Science Shops offer their services “free of financial barriers” 

(Mulder et al. 2006, 2) i.e. affordable to the client or even without any fee when the research is 

carried out by student (e.g. as part of their university qualification). The service is regarded to be a 
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  For the PERARES project see: http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/perares. For the final report of the 
INTERACTS project see:  http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Interacts-
final_report.pdf. For SCIPAS: http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/science-shops/projects/scipas. For 
ISSNET: http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/science-shops/projects/issnet-improving-science-shop-
networking.  

29
    Support was provided via the ISSNET -Improving Science Shop Networking – project (see previous footnote). In 2014 

living knowledge network will hold its 6
th

 international conference in Copenhagen. 

http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/perares
http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Interacts-final_report.pdf
http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Interacts-final_report.pdf
http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/science-shops/projects/scipas
http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/science-shops/projects/issnet-improving-science-shop-networking
http://www.livingknowledge.org/livingknowledge/science-shops/projects/issnet-improving-science-shop-networking
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two way process, meaning that insight and knowledge as well as perspectives of the client are 

regarded to be an integral part of the process of knowledge creation for problem solving. Science 

Shops want to give access to science for civil society communities that otherwise would have no 

access but also intend to support public influence on science. Often apart from their community 

research Science Shops are active in training and education programmes for civil society.  

The benefit is not only on the side of the client but also at the side of the student in terms of practical 

research experience and at the side of the academic researchers by getting access to material for 

academic publications and new material to be included in the curricula. This kind of win-win situation 

of the model provides for low additional costs on the side of the university as well as for a free of 

charge service of the university to civil society. 

The dominant mission and core of the self-conception of Science Shops still is to “democratize 

science” (Fischer et al 2004). This implies not to just bring science to the average citizen as a transfer 

of knowledge or with an educational goal but to use scientific expertise to support citizens or societal 

groups aspirations e.g. with regard to preserve their living conditions. A formula often used in this 

regard is: “… to give independent, participatory support in response to concerns experienced by civil 

society” (Mulder et al 2006, 2, Gnaigner & Martin 2006). With its approach of “empowerment” of 

citizens by research and the intention to make citizens take actively part in the research process and 

using its results the Science Shop model has links to “action research” (Brydon-Miller et al. 2002). 

With a changing societal environment (in the literature factors like professionalization of social 

movements, decrease in budgets spent at universities for social outreach activities in the 1990s are 

mentioned, Wachelder 2003) a diversification of working modes and a professionalization of Science 

Shops took place, so that nowadays classical university based Science Shops mainly run by university 

staff and mainly relying on students work coexist with models run as a separate entity independent 

of universities. The latter cross-finance their Science Shop projects with income derived from paid 

services, or set-up co-operative projects for which they apply for fund. However, it still remains to be 

the dominant criteria held by Science Shops that the client has no money to pay for research, has no 

commercial motives and the client is able to apply the results in a concrete way. This basic 

orientation of Science Shops has been enriched by more commercially based research for customers 

such as SME’s or environmental interest groups, which have budget to pay for research. A motive 

that is still important for university based Science Shops is to connect the university to the regional 

civil society (traditionally CSOs, but also local municipalities as representatives of their citizens are 

currently seen as partners). Thus, these Science Shops are part of the university’s science 

communication portfolio and its education activities (Mulder 2014). 

The mode of engagement of citizens and civil society 

Citizens are mainly engaged as initiators and users of research activities. They bring in their concerns 

and interests but also their specific knowledge about the problems they want to have explored by 

science. Thus they are engaged with researchers in defining the subject and refining the research 

strategy. The final use of the research results by the client in terms of empowerment is an integral 

part of the Science Shop work. Public engagement is mainly on the level of the research project. 

However effects on the level of program definition on the level of universities as well as indirect 

effects on the policy making level (municipalities, local authorities) are possible. It is reported that in 

some cases research initially requested by a community or NGO via a Science Shop led to 

establishment of new research foci in the university (Mulder et al. 2006). Some universities (explicitly 
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reported for Twente) see and use their Science Shops as a means to develop their university research 

agenda by involving NGOs in agenda setting (Fischer et al. 2002)  

The Science Shop model provides an interface between science and society by taking up specific 

needs and interests of civil society and offering a research service tailored towards these. Among the 

effects and beneficial impacts reported in literature the following can be regarded as being central 

(see Mulder et al. 2006, Jörgensen et al. 2004, Gnaigner & Martin 2001): 

a) Giving access to science for those who normally have not, identify societal problems for 

research that would not be covered otherwise 

b) Enlarging the capacity to act on the side of an NGO, community by mediation of relevant 

contacts and knowledge, supporting the building up of networks, allowing for contact to 

experts and opening up opportunities for funding  

c) Empowering citizens to analyse and change their living conditions, influence on 

governmental authorities.  

d) Enriching curricula, research agendas and qualification of students, new fields of research are 

opened up. 

e) Enabling universities to establish outreach to civil society 
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3.6 Citizen Science 
 

Citizen science is the inclusion of volunteering lay persons in scientific research asking questions 

and/or collecting or analysing data as part of a scientific project. Citizens are actively engaged in 

scientific work, so that some speak of science by the citizen and not for the citizen. Nowadays citizen 

science is an organized and in many cases hierarchical process meaning that citizen science projects 

are mostly (not necessarily) initiated by professional scientists and also supervised by scientists 

(Wiggins & Crowston 2012). 

Public engagement in R&I via citizen science projects comprises involvement of citizens on the 

project level by contributions to research work. In single cases this also may comprise involvement of 

citizens in project design. 

Background and history 

Whereas citizen science in the above given meaning is a rather new phenomenon the “citizen 

scientist” as a private person engaged in scientific research is what was prevailing at the very 

beginning of modern science whereas the paid and (publicly or privately) employed scientist is a 

phenomenon dating not further back than to the later part of the 19th century (Silvertown 2009, 

467, Miller-Rushing et al. 2012). Citizen science as a modern phenomenon of involving lay persons in 

scientific inquiry first developed in weather observation and in the field of biology in projects of 

monitoring and reporting about the migration or distribution of species. The so called “Christmas 

Bird Count” in the United States dates back to 1900. Nowadays there are schemes of ornithology 

societies and institutes for cooperating with lay birdwatchers in many countries all over the world. 

Many collections of specimen and species in natural science museums as well as data sets dating 

back hundred years about annual bird migration, weather, flowering periods of plants have been 

assembled by large groups of amateur scientists and now form a basis for research about climate 

change or biodiversity (for examples see Miller-Rushing et al. 2012).  

Compared to these early beginnings citizen science in the last couple of years has seen an enormous 

development in terms of research fields covered and number of people and organisations involved. 

The use of modern communication technology and especially internet based collaboration can be 

regarded as the main factor providing new momentum for citizen science. The internet in general is a 

factor of rapidly changing the way scientific work and collaboration is organized (Nentwich & König 

2012). New forms of “networked science” by some are regarded to mark the beginning of a new area 

in scientific discovery. Communication technologies and especially internet databases and exchange 

via blogs are “cognitive tools” which are regarded as “amplifying our collective intelligence, making 

us smarter and so better solve the toughest scientific problems”. This enthusiastic view, as 

forwarded by Nielson in an influential work (2012, 3), besides new forms of collaboration as an 

indication of a shift within the area of science also highlights new open forms of scientific work and 

data sharing as a “change in the relation of science and society” (Nielson 2012, 5). 

For scientists internet based communication allows for easily connecting to big groups of people all 

over the world, and devices such as the smartphone makes it possible to instantly report 

observations to scientific databases (Science Communication Unit 2014). Particular software (for 

mobile phones and PDAs) to support monitoring and data collection is provided, which enable even 

non-literate traditional communities to record animal observations as part of biodiversity research 

projects (Silvertown 2009, 467, Cooper 2014). Projects like “Polymath”, a successful joint approach to 
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a mathematical problem organized by a world leading mathematician and involving professional and 

hobby mathematicians, students and school teachers all over the world, or “Galaxy Zoo” are often 

referred to as proving enormous potential of engaging the wisdom of the crowd for scientific 

problems (see Nielsen 2012, Franzoni & Sauermann 2014). 

Whereas the Polymath project can be regarded as being not necessarily “citizen science” because it 

was restricted to a wider community of skilled people (quasi experts), the Galaxy Zoo project 

strikingly can show the potential of involving laypeople and is - as it were - the show case project for 

modern internet based citizen science. Galaxy Zoo started at the University of Oxford in 2007 when a 

group of researchers planned to inspect 930.000 images of distant galaxies in order to understand 

the formation of galaxies. Since the researchers could not rely on computer scanning (the potential 

of computers for image identification is still quite restricted) they started to involve “the crowd” by 

setting up the internet platform Galaxy Zoo (the initiative was publicized by a blog on the BBC 

webpage). “Before the project started, the largest published study was based on 3000 galaxies. 

Seven months after the project was launched about 900.000 galaxies had been coded and multiple 

classifications of a given galaxy by different volunteers were used to reduce the incidence of 

incorrect coding, for a total of roughly 50 million classifications. For an individual scientist, 50 million 

classifications would have required more than 83 years of full-time effort” (Franzoni & Sauermann 

2014: 5f.). The results have been made publicly available and have been referred to in more than 100 

pertinent scientific papers. Moreover, a new, not known before, quasar like object had been spotted 

by a Dutch school teacher involved in the project. 

Several follow up activities and new projects have been started by the University of Oxford team and 

cooperation with other projects led to the setup of a joint platform for citizen science projects called 

Zooniverse (www.zooniverse.org) including projects form fields as diverse as astronomy, marine 

biology, climatology and medicine (Franzoni & Sauermann 2014). The ICT technologies involved in 

these and other new formats of internet based citizen science are manifold (websites, mobile 

phones, blogs, social media). One of the most interesting trends is the development of special 

computer games that allow a broad community of gamers to support research in a playful manner, 

such as “Eyewire” (http://blog.eyewire.org) or “Fold.it” (http://fold.it/portal/) which involve 

laypeople in mapping protein structures resp. connections in the human brain. As these projects 

show, online gaming obviously is a way of substantially managing mapping tasks with lay people 

contributing to the research process creatively, also by inducing suggestions for improving the 

process. These playful forms of engagement are reported to involve up to 200.000 gamers (Franzoni 

& Sauermann 2014).  

Net-based Citizen Science and other forms of involvement of laypeople in Research 

The term “Citizen Science” is not strictly defined and can comprise different practices. For the 

purpose of the Engage2020 project we suggest to reserve the term citizen science to a project 

shaped form of collaboration of professional scientists with laypeople, the latter being subjects of 

research as they actively contribute with introducing research questions and perspectives and 

providing data from own observations or measurements and/or interpretation of available data and 

observations. Citizen science or crowd science which imply the cooperation of professional scientists 

and laypeople can - besides networked science done by professional scientists - be discerned from 

related phenomenon, such as hacking, hobby science and crowd sourcing. A borderline case, 

possibly, is the cloud computing like use of computer performance of the crowd as applied e.g. in a 

project run by Oxford University to check to what extend weather events (such like the wet winter 

http://www.zooniverse.org/
http://blog.eyewire.org/
http://fold.it/portal/
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2013) are caused by climate change, for which several computer models have to be run many 

thousand times each. The project managed to attract citizens to donate spare computer time for 

running the computer models (The Guardian 2014a). 

“Citizen Science” can be regarded as a phenomenon of crowd sourcing. Crowd sourcing is about 

sourcing a task out to a crowd and not to a specific service provider as it affords tedious repetitive 

efforts and the involvement of a big group of spatially dispersed people or a network. Crowd 

sourcing however generally implies some (often marginal) payment of contributors and is used for 

any kind of repetitive simple computer work (such as scanning websites) done by an anonymous 

group of people. Crowd sourcing platforms such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk30 offer companies 

access to labour force via internet (typically for internet based work such as transcription of audio 

files, categorisation of web contents). The “Crowd workers” involved often come from low wage 

economies such as India. Citizen Science normally just counts (and obviously successfully so) on the 

enthusiasm and interest of volunteers and implies - other than standard commercial crowd sourcing - 

sharing of results with people contributing to the project.  

There are very well known forms of traditional hobby science, i.e. laypeople doing research or 

developing technologies on their own (Ornithology or the early development of combustion engines 

as examples). In more modern forms of lay science people are engaged in some specific non- (or 

even anti) mainstream research or technology bricolage type of activities. Computer hackers and 

open source software design are examples. In open source software design (such as Linux or the 

semi-professional project Open Science for the development of open scientific software, 

www.openscience.org) a core group of programmers decide on the overall design of the software 

and large number of contributors provide well designed modules of the software (Shah 2006, von 

Krogh et al. 2012). Contributors here are in most cases (sometimes self-taught) quasi experts, 

whereas in citizen science no particular skills and expertise is needed. 

A rather recent phenomenon of active involvement of citizens in science are Do it Yourself forms of 

research known as Bio-Hacking. Events like the “iGem” competition (international genetically 

engineered machine competition of students) in synthesizing so called “biobricks” as building blocks 

of artificial organisms (www.igem.org) can still be regarded as being contained in the realm of 

university research, but nevertheless are taking place outside the academic curricula. On the other 

hand there are reports of hobby synthetic biologist having their own laboratory in the garage. This 

type of activity appears to have some features of a niche movement: bio hackers have their own 

platform for the exchange of technologies and access to material (www.DIYbio.org). The motivation 

of bio-hackers (at least of some of them) is apparently close to those of early garage business in IT 

(Bill Gates as a role model), for others hacking appears to be a subculture and anti-movement to big 

business. The main motive for some debate about it among researchers and policy makers so far are 

concerns about safety and security issues. It appears however that the actual contribution to 

innovation is quite low; much of the activity of Bio-Hackers is just about copying experiments, and 

the technical possibilities of DIY gene laboratories are way behind those of professional ones (Sauter 

2013). A recent exploration of the Bio-Hacker community done by the American Wilson Centre found 

that bio hackers would possibly have to be regarded as an avant-garde of citizen science : “… the 

movement provides a new channel for public science engagement and education and a broad 

opportunity for economic and scientific innovation” (Grushkin et al. 2013, 24).  

                                                           
30

 http://aws.amazon.com/mturk/ 

http://www.openscience.org/
http://www.diybio.org/
http://aws.amazon.com/mturk/
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The scope of citizen science activities 

Activities in Citizen Science are so manifold in the recent years that it is difficult to provide an 

overview of the scope and the actual diffusion of the research format. There are several platforms 

offering information about citizen science projects and support in connecting scientists and citizens. 

Conferences and meetings offer space for exchange of those involved in citizen science. 

 Regular conferences on citizen science are held by the American Citizen Science Association 

(www.citizenscienceassociation.org) and the third world wide citizen cyber science summit 

took place in London in February 2014 (www.cybersciencesummit.org).  

 One of the most prominent organizations is citizen science alliance, “a collaboration of 

scientists, software developers and educators who collectively develop, manage and utilize 

internet-based citizen science projects in order to further science itself, and the public 

understanding of both science” (webpage; www.citizensciencealliance.org) . Citizen Science 

Alliance hosts the webpage Zooniverse (see above). In February 2014 Zooniverse had 1 Mio. 

registered volunteers (The Guardian 2014b). 

 At University College London the interdisciplinary “extreme citizen science” group (ExCiteS) 

aims to “contribute to the guiding theories, tools and methodologies that will enable any 

community to start a Citizen Science project to deal with issues that concern them” 

(webpage information, www.ucl.ac.uk/excites).  

 An overview of citizen science projects in Germany is given at the publicly funded portal for 

“science in dialog” (www.wissenschaft-im-dialog.de/projekte/citizenscience/projekte-in-

deutschland.html) and a portal for bringing interested scientists who want to start a project 

in contact with citizens has been launched (www.citizen-science-germany.de).  

 The most comprehensive searchable data base on citizen science projects is “Scistarter.com”. 

The webpage includes information about hundreds of citizen science projects from all kinds 

of research fields and the “project finder” allows volunteers to search for particular kinds of 

activities (school based, only online etc.).  

 The European Environmental Agency has set up a list of biodiversity monitoring citizen 

science projects identified after a consultation process among the member and cooperating 

countries of the EEA. (www.eea.europa.eu/themes/biodiversity/biodiversity-monitoring-

through-citizen-science) 

It has been said before that Citizen Science (or web based crowd science) is a relatively new 

phenomenon but the examples given above show that it is probably more than just a kind of niche 

activity. The concept has been taken up by research and funding institutions of the scientific 

mainstream. For scientists when being in need for analysing huge amounts of data, or collect large 

volumes of field data over a wide(sometimes global) geographical area it is apparently becoming 

attractive and - in terms of budget and time - often the only option to collaborate with large groups 

of volunteers. This makes it especially attractive for ecological science for observations related to 

climate change, invasive species, conservation biology, environmental quality monitoring (water, air), 

population monitoring and others. Silvertown reports that at the annual meeting of the Ecological 

Society of America in 2008 there were over 60 papers and several sessions with some relation to 

citizen science projects (Silvertown 2009, 467). Besides the functionality of involving lay people in 

research projects, there are other benefits regularly mentioned in pertinent literature such as its 

positive effects on learning and improving public understanding of science as well as on raising 

awareness of scientific working methods among the public (Bonney et al. 2009, 12ff., Cooper 2014, 

Science Communication Unit 2013, 13ff.). In general, Citizen Science is held to contribute to what can 

http://www.citizenscienceassociation.org/
http://cybersciencesummit.org/
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/excites
http://www.wissenschaft-im-dialog.de/projekte/citizenscience/projekte-in-deutschla
http://www.wissenschaft-im-dialog.de/projekte/citizenscience/projekte-in-deutschla
http://www.citizen-science-germany.de/
http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/biodiversity/biodiversity-monitoring-through-citizen-science
http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/biodiversity/biodiversity-monitoring-through-citizen-science
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be called a democratization of science or, less ambitious, a contribution to a better integration of 

science with civil society.  

This also is apparently the main reasoning behind the European Commission’s remarkable initiative 

in the field. The European Commission has issued a Green Paper on Citizen science (European 

Commission 2014) that promotes Citizen Science as an important corner stone of the EC’s ambition 

to foster “… informed engagement of citizens and civil society in research and innovation matters by 

promoting science education, by making scientific knowledge more accessible, by developing 

responsible research and innovation agendas that meet citizens’ and civil society’s concerns and 

expectations and by facilitating their participation in Horizon 2020 activities” (European Commission 

2014, 13). The green paper lists 12 projects related to citizen science that are funded by the 7th 

framework programme and provides recommendations for the promotion of citizen science projects 

in Europe. Among the projects funded by FP7 are the following:  

 www.socientize.eu: The project ”Society as e-Infrastructure through technology, innovation 

and creativity” aims at coordinating all agents involved in the citizen science process by 

setting-up a network where infrastructure providers and researchers will recruit volunteers 

from a general public to perform science at home. 

 www.citizencyberlab.eu: Evaluation of existing on-line collaborative environments and 

setting up new platforms and tools for Citizen Science and using them to launch four pilot 

Citizen Science projects, coordinated by the citizen cyber science lab based at CERN.  

 www.citizen-obs.eu: This webpage is hosting five FP7 Citizens' Observatories for the 

development of community-based environmental monitoring and information systems using 

innovative and novel earth observation applications. One of the projects is COBWEB 

(http://cobwebproject.eu) concentrating on Biosphere Reserves in Wales, Germany and 

Greece. The main aim is to create a test-bed environment which will enable citizens living 

within Biosphere Reserves to collect environmental data using mobile devices. 

Mode of citizen involvement in Citizen Science projects 

There are several ways to categorize Citizen Science projects according to the way of involvement or 

the “depth” of public engagement. A widely accepted categorization of citizen involvement in science 

has been suggested by Bonney et al. 2009. They discern 3 major categories: 

 Contributory projects (designed by scientists for which members of the public primarily 

contribute data) 

 Collaborative projects (generally designed by scientists, members of the public contribute 

data but also may help to refine the project design, analyse data or disseminate findings) 

 Co-created projects (designed by scientists and members of the public working together, at 

least some of the public participants are involved in most or all steps of the scientific process) 

Table 4 shows to what extent the public can be involved in the different steps of a research project 

depending on the type of the project. Most projects labelled as “citizen science” fall into categories 1 

and 2 whereas co-created projects are often led and initiated by local communities for problems 

related to their living conditions and environment. This latter type of projects can be labelled as 

“community science” or “participatory action research” and would thus merely be covered by the 

Science Shop chapter of this report (2.5). 

http://www.socientize.eu/
http://www.citizencyberlab.eu/
http://www.citizen-obs.eu/
http://cobwebproject.eu)/
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A classification by Haklay (2012, see Science Communication unit 2013) uses a 4 level categorisation 

(Table 5). Level 1 and Level 2 mark the area in which most of the citizen science projects will fall 

(Science Communication Unit 2013, 8). In crowd sourcing the public takes over the role of providing 

data reporting observations, doing some basic computer work (such as gaming)or only providing 

computer capacity, whereas on level two - “distributed intelligence” - contributing citizens will have 

some skills in interpreting data or are educated in doing so (Galaxy Zoo as an example). On levels 

three and four citizens take over a leading role, or - in the case of extreme citizen science - do 

research on their own. On level 3 one would enter the realm of CSO involvement in science or 

research initiated by patient groups (see chapter 2.2 of this report). Level four on the other hand 

would involve what one would call hobby science or activities like bio-hacking (see above). 

Table 4: Models for Public Participation in Scientific Research  

(Bonney et al. 2009, 17) 

Step in Scientific Process Steps included in 
Contributory Projects 

Steps included in 
Collaborative Projects 

Steps incl. in  
Co-created Projects 

Choose or define question(s) 

for study 
  X 

Gather information and 
resources  

  X 

Develop explanations 
(hypotheses)  

  X 

Design data collection 

methodologies  

 (X) X 

Collect samples and/or record 
data  

X X X 

Analyze samples   X X 

Analyze data (X) X X 

Interpret data and draw 
conclusions  

 (X) X 

Disseminate conclusions/ 
translate results into action  

(X) (X) X 

Discuss results and ask new 
questions  

  X 

X = public included in step; (X) = public sometimes included in step 

 

Franzoni & Sauermann (2014) in a recent systematic account of citizen science provide a 

categorization that relates citizen science to professional science applying two criteria: a) the 

openness of projects with regard to participation, and b) the disclosure of intermediate inputs and 

data of projects. They argue that it is the central feature of crowd science and part of its quality 

compared to professional science that crowd science projects are not only open for participation of 

(in principle) everybody but also that they share data and preliminary insights along the process of 
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research, different to traditional Mertonian science for which closure of interim results and data is 

the rule as it is the basis of the individual career of the scientist. Crowd sourcing would describe 

activities of companies or research institutes that only use the anonymous crowd as contributing 

with single data input and not connecting them by sharing interim results (such as Amazon’s website 

“Mechanical Turk”, see above). 

 

Table 5: Participatory levels of citizen science  

(Haklay 2012, taken from Science Communication Unit 2013)  

Level 4: “Extreme citizen science” 

 Collaborative science – problem definition data collection and analysis 

Level 3: Participatory science 

 Participation in problem definition and data collection 

Level 2: Distributed intelligence 

 Citizens as basic interpreters, volunteered thinking 

Level 1 Crowdsourcing 

 Citizens as sensors, volunteered computing 

 

Franzoni & Sauermann argue that the type of contribution that is asked for in citizen science projects 

and the skills that are needed are dependent on the structure and complexity of the task to be 

performed (Figure 2). The skills needed may include only common human skills in case subtasks of a 

scientific project are independent from each other, are well structured and contributors can work in 

parallel (as in the case of distributed coding as performed in the Galaxy Zoo experiment). Other 

projects demand for very domain specific skills (expert like) that are needed when collective problem 

solving is asked for, when the problem is not properly defined and divided in subtasks by the 

scientists and when a common understanding of a problem to be solved has to be established. The 

latter meaning that exchange among participants is needed and contributors have to build on each 

other’s work (tasks are thus ill-structured and subtasks are interdependent). In between are tasks 

that need specialized human skills or some sort of training of contributors. 

It appears that for the standard of Citizen Science today - which is “the contributory project” 

following the categorization of Bonney et al. (2009) - the main barrier or challenge is the connection 

of scientists and possibly interested volunteers of the crowd. This is very much eased nowadays by 

web platforms and social media. It is however conceivable that awareness of the benefits and 

feasibility of citizen science could be fostered by including citizen science as an acknowledged and 

explicitly asked for mode in funding organisations and in calls, or by including citizen science projects 

in school and university curricula.  

A main barrier to a wider uptake of the format that is often discussed in literature is the perception 

on the side of scientists that the quality of research carried out and data provided by lay people 

would not match the standards of professional science. Some of the projects mentioned above and 

some research being done in that respect (Science Communication Unit 2013, 13) apparently show 

that this is not necessarily the case. Quality varies widely among individual laypeople but often is as 

good as research done by scientists. Some rely on the sheer amount of people involved thus levelling 

out data quality. In other projects special measures for quality control by cross checking results are 
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installed. It appears to be plausible that a lot depends on the proper structuring of problems and 

definition of subtasks to be fulfilled as well as on the quality of training and instructions provided.  

 

Figure 2: Knowledge production regimes with different degrees of openness (Franzoni/ Sauermann 

2014, 8) 
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4. Conclusions 

4.1 Types and modes of PE 

The fields and forms of Public Engagement in R&I covered in this report comprise a broad scope of 

modes or types of involvement of the public in R&I and R&I policy making. Thus the term public 

engagement comprises more forms of activities or involvement than normally referred to in 

discussions of “public participation” where normally forms of PE in processes of informing decision 

making - as in the case of TA (Joss & Bellucci 2002) - or modes of conflict resolution and mediation - 

as in the case of CSO or citizen involvement in regional planning (Renn et al. 1995) - are referred to. 

Public Engagement in R&I is not only (or mainly) about participation in the context of R&I policy 

making but comprises involvement on all levels of the R&I process as defined by the Engage2020 

project. The fields of PE covered in this report relate in various ways to the R&I levels.  

 Policy formation is the praxis of defining the frame conditions for R&I activities. This includes 

making policies for distribution of funds between programs, rules and instruments on 

responsible R&I, legal regulation on applying technologies as well as any process of opinion 

forming on the general paths of R&D politics, such as discussions on how to define and steer 

towards sustainable and socially acceptable R&D policies. Public engagement on this level 

comprises involvement of CSOs in political debates or hearings in parliaments or advisory 

panels of governmental agencies as well as the organization of citizen dialogues. Engagement 

is mainly about participation on the level of opinion forming in a non-binding manner. 

Engagement exercises can be supported by or be part of TA activities.  

 Program development as the process of defining the content of R&I research programs is 

typically a process involving representatives of the research community and stakeholder 

groups. Technology Assessment processes are often carried out in the context of discussions 

about goals and focus of governmental R&I programs. Involvement of CSOs (public interest 

groups) is not standard but can be organized by public consultations on setting R&I funding 

agendas on the national level. In the case of workplace innovation, it is also possible that 

employees or their representatives are involved in setting the agenda for and defining 

strategies of innovation on the level of the company. Involvement of patient organisations in 

the development of public research agendas in the health sector is a case in point as well. 

 Involvement of NGO’s in research and innovation processes can also encompass the 

definition of a R&I project. Researchers and interest groups cooperate in setting up R&D 

projects that fit the needs and demands of societal groups. A case in point again is medical 

research that is initiated and driven by patient groups. Another example are Science Shops 

which carry out or mediate research on request of civil society organisations or citizens, with 

various degrees of participation. The engagement is ‘upstream’ (starting from setting the 

research agenda). Formats such as stakeholder workshops as well as citizen panels are 

applied to inform the so called “scoping process” of TA projects. Here, it is about exploring 

the scope of aspects to be covered as well as the fine tuning of the problem definition that 

needs the input from different societal perspectives. This is regarded to be an indispensable 

condition for providing for a proper analysis as well as for legitimate results of the 

assessment process.  

 Engaging society directly in the research and innovation activities is a field of PE that 

normally is not covered by discussion on public participation in science and technology. It is 

about direct support of and involvement in research itself and can - as projects of citizen 
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science show - support science in managing research for which great amounts of empirical 

data are needed. Engagement on this level moreover can allow for clarification of normative 

issues in the scientific process (e.g. processes to ensure responsible research and innovation 

on the project level), may improve the relevance and thereby the implementation of 

research and innovation results (involvement of users), or may support the functionality of 

science and research for societal groups by organizing research on behalf of and with 

communities, CSOs or patient organisations (for example through Science Shop related 

activities).  

It is obvious that how the public contributes to the R&I process and the role representatives of the 

public play is different at the levels of the R&I process. Table 6 tries to summarize and to give an 

overview of the different roles that are given to the public in different fields of engagement. 

Table 6: Roles of the public in public engagement 

 
Technology 

Assessment 

CSO 

involvement 

User 

Involvement 

Workplace 

Innovation 

Science 

Shops 

Citizen  

Science 

R&I Agenda 

Setting 
X X (X)    

Supervising/ 

Evaluating 

R&I 

X X X X X  

Initialising/ 

Funding 
 X (X)  X (X) 

Shaping R&I 

process 
  X X X  

Gather/Analyse 

Data 
    (X) X 

Dissemination 

of Results 
 (X) X  (X)  

 

Setting R&I agendas  

Research agenda setting on the level of (national) R&I programmes is indirectly made possible for 

civil society organisations or average citizens by processes and/or institutions of Technology 

Assessment. The influence of the public is mediated by the TA process which provides a knowledge 

base for decision makers in parliaments and governmental bodies. Another indirect way for civil 

society to contribute to agenda setting in R&I policies is via public consultations which invite views of 

CSOs on research programmes for important research areas. Direct involvement of CSOs in advisory 

boards at ministries is often asked for by CSOs with a view to an orientation of research agendas with 

regard to societal needs or overarching conceptions of the common good (sustainable development). 

Up to now, however, advisory bodies are mostly made up by representatives of the scientific 
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community and experts from related industries. An indirect influence on R&I agendas of companies 

can be observed by taking up demands and suggestions of users into research programmes or by 

translating user demands into R&I projects (User driven R&I, Constructive Technology Assessment).  

Supervising and assessing R&I  

Many forms of PE in R&I policy making allow for a role of supervising and assessing R&I programmes 

as well as projects in terms of discussing ethical aspects of research as well possible risks and 

benefits. In this way societal debates on advanced technologies and the perspectives and interest of 

societal groups normally not involved in R&I politics are transferred into the policy making process in 

order to provide socially sound decisions on research programmes or regulatory approaches to R&I. 

Technology Assessment is an established way for improving the responsiveness of R&I policy making 

towards civil society. In other areas comparable supervising roles are provided by setting up advisory 

boards including CSOs for single R&I projects with the mission to observe the research process with 

regard to ethical principles or non-scientific evaluation criteria (such as sustainability, environmental 

protection). Also in the context of workplace innovation employees can be given the role and 

competence to supervise innovation processes with regard to their effects on interests and needs of 

the workforce. Projects run on behalf of citizen groups or communities in the context of a Science 

Shop usually give the community, which often is the initiator of a research project (e.g. on 

environmental conditions in a certain living area), the role of supervising the process and evaluating 

the results in the light of their needs and expectations. 

Actively initializing and funding research  

The number of bottom up initiatives of CSOs to actively address researchers for setting up R&I 

processes targeted towards specific problems perceived by civil society have been growing in recent 

years. It is mainly in the sector of medical research where patient organisations take an active role in 

defining research which should help to explore possible treatments for (so called orphan, i.e. rare) 

diseases. Even funding can be provided by organisations or be organised by crowd sourcing 

processes since the public health system does not provide appropriate funding. Crowd funding 

initiatives can also be a means of initialising specific self-organised innovation processes in other 

fields. The Fablab movement which provides equipment and machines for everybody is a case in 

point. To give laypeople and communities the option to define and set up research that serves their 

own needs is the basic idea of the Science Shop model connecting people with researchers at 

universities. As far as some citizen science projects are defined and set up by hobby scientists we also 

in these cases may speak of an active initialising role of the public in R&I.  

Shaping the R&I process  

 

Many PE activities are designed to open up opportunities for non-scientists to induce their specific 

knowledge into a research process. This may comprise the definition of specific research questions as 

e.g. by patient organisations or by communities cooperating with a Science Shop. It may also include 

continuous exchange between researchers and citizens (in a Science Shop project or in participatory 

planning process on the local level) about research results and the validity with regard to the 

problems perceived (or suffered from) by communities and the solutions needed. It often involves 

discussions on unavoidable uncertainty of scientific data and findings and their under-determination 

with regard to societal problems to be solved (risk assessment). Influence on the content of R&I 
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processes by inducing practical knowledge is also the central idea of participatory design processes in 

the field of software design or of other approaches to user involvement. Lead users (or early 

adopters) with their practical knowledge of adaptation of technical innovation into everyday life are 

often important sources for inspiring improvement of technologies or for new R&I innovation 

processes. 

Gather and/or analyse data 

 

Laypeople involved in a Science Shop project targeted at research on a question/problem defined by 

a certain community of people can contribute to monitor e.g. environmental parameters. They 

collect data which are meant to fuel the research project directly. Similarly, CSOs can bring in their 

specific  knowledge. The growing number of citizen science projects shows that contribution of lay 

people to science in the role of a (supportive) co-researcher is possible. People in citizen science 

projects contribute with observations and interpretations in research fields such as meteorology, 

astronomy, environmental monitoring, biodiversity research, brain research and others. Thus, they 

take an active scientific role in the process as such and not function as “observer” only by bringing in 

their demands, problems and needs as motives for research or by applying their ethical perspectives 

as non-scientific evaluation criteria. The research process in the most cases is defined by scientists 

inviting laypeople to contribute. The knowledge and skills needed by laypeople are often only 

everyday life skills or common sense knowledge but laypeople may also be educated to become 

involved in more specific research tasks.  

Dissemination of R&I outcomes  

Besides the above mentioned more specific roles that civil society groups and/or citizens may take 

over dissemination of R&I results can be regarded as an important role of CSOs in case of medical 

research. Patient organisations often serve as important mediators between the research community 

and the public or patient groups providing for dissemination of practically relevant knowledge. Also 

in other research areas the involvement of CSOs can imply the role of serving as a bridge between 

the scientific community and the wider public interested in or possibly affected by research and 

innovation processes. In the case of Science Shops the dissemination of knowledge by participants in 

a community based research project to the wider community may help to not only empower those 

involved in the project but also other affected or interested citizens with regard to using research 

results for their case (e.g. in political discussions on the local level). 

 

4.2 Intervening in science and in science policy  
 

With a closer look at the roles of “the public” in PE processes it becomes obvious that the roles are 

defined with regard to two dimensions which - as it were - also mark two problems of PE in terms of 

the scope or depth of “engagement”. These two dimensions are:  

A) The scope and depth of intervening in science (its principles and methods), 

B) The scope and depth of intervening in (science) policy. 
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4.2.1 Lay people intervening in science 

As was discussed in the chapter on citizen science there is a huge amount of examples of laypeople 

contributing successfully to scientific projects. However, there is still some reluctance on the side of 

scientists to collaborate with lay people due to doubts whether the quality of data delivered meets 

scientific standards. Practice apparently shows that this problem at least is manageable in the scope 

of a citizen science project. Nevertheless, there is still some research needed to explore the scope 

and depth and the necessary conditions of lay people’s contribution to science. Most of crowd- or 

citizen science projects apparently fall in the category (Bonney et al. 2009) of contributory projects, 

which are designed and led by scientists and for which members of the public primarily contribute 

data, whereas the design of the research process, the selection of appropriate methods as well as the 

interpretation of findings and drawing of conclusions is left to the professional scientist. There may 

be some options for “interventions” of the lay people to go further, i.e. to comprise also 

interpretation of data (collaborative projects in the terminology of Bonney et al. 2009), or even 

contribution to the scientific design of the research process (co-created projects). However, in the 

realm of research purely driven by scientific interests this will happen on rare occasions only. The 

Polymath project mentioned above which involved trained lay scientists or quasi experts to jointly 

solve a mathematical problem would be a case in point here.  

In the case of user involvement in R&I processes PE is mainly about orienting research and 

innovation by the expressed needs of users and by improving the everyday adaptability of 

innovations by taking into account the practical knowledge of actual or possible future users. This in 

case of “hacking” practices and in case of the Fablab concept may go to the extreme that the user 

actually is the innovator, but in the most cases of “participatory design” users cooperate with 

innovators and contribute decisively to the orientation of innovation processes which itself however 

are run and steered by scientists and engineers. 

A different perspective on “collaborative” or “co-created projects” and the role of lay people 

however has to be taken when it comes to “problem oriented research”, i.e. research which is driven 

by problems defined by a community or organised civil society group. The arrangement between 

scientific experts and lay people here may take the form of what can be called ‘participatory inquiry’ 

(Fisher 1999) or “action research” (Reason & Bradbury 2008). A case in point may be the search for 

sustainable solutions for regional or local planning problems, e.g. waste avoidance and waste 

treatment and disposal, or other issues of local or regional policy making often dealt with by Science 

Shops. Lay people - as representatives of local citizen initiatives or as residents of a planned waste 

disposal site - in this case enter into formal interactions with experts as ‘clients’ and partners in 

problem solving. As such, they contribute with their own views on what the problem to be solved is 

about, as well as with specific knowledge about environmental and social aspects that must be 

considered when evaluating the impact of different technical or organisational solutions. Being 

experts with regard to their own living situation they might bring in their own experience into 

interaction with scientific experts and thus play an active role in research and planning processes. 

They also may have a say about the appropriateness of the project design that helps to give answers 

to the questions they have in their own interest.  

Apart from the experience of Science Shop work we can refer here to research findings on the 

laypeople-expert interaction documenting the relevance or even superiority of local knowledge, as 

e.g. the knowledge of farmers about issues relating to the risks of nuclear fallout from Chernobyl and 
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the Sellafield nuclear plant in the area of Cumbria (Wynne 1992, 1998). One could indeed speak of 

“extended peer communities” (Functowicz & Ravetz 1992) as the cooperation of scientists and 

laypeople is driven by socially defined problems and involves laypeople dealing with uncertainties 

about the actual meaning of findings and data for interpretation of the problem and the search for 

“proper” solutions to it. An extension of peer communities beyond the community of professional 

scientists in the meaning of involving laypeople being affected from research results or being the 

initiator of research done on a problem defined by a social community has to be regarded as an 

indispensable feature of scientific work that is not blind with regard to its role and accountability as 

an actor in a socially defined and often contested field. This is what debates about a new contract 

between science and society are all about. In this respect however it is not merely about lay people 

intervening in the inner scientific workings (i.e. the methodologies) of research, which would be a 

“strong” mode of citizen science, but in connecting research to society in the meaning of orienting 

research towards social problems and communicate its approaches and outcomes in the light of 

social expectations and demands. It is thus by this constructive form of confrontation of science with 

society and in the mutual assessment of scientific data and normative perspectives of social actors 

that “socially robustness” of knowledge can be achieved (Nowotny et al. 2001). In this respect then 

the dimension of laypeople intervening in science is connected to the question of laypeople 

intervening in science policy.  

4.2.2 Laypeople intervening in science policy  

Engagement of the public in science policy comprises different forms of involvement of the civil 

society in terms of public consultation, institutionalized practices of participatory policy advice in the 

field of R&I like Technology Assessment but also other forms of involvement of laypeople in R&I 

decision making (be it on the local level or on the level of private enterprise). PE here is not about 

intervention in science or research as a practice but about intervention (or involvement) in decision 

making on the socio-political framework for funding and regulation of research and the 

implementation of innovations. This is the classical subject of debates about “participation” in R&I 

policy making and its democratic legitimacy and role. Scientific data, concepts and methodologies in 

this dimension of PE are not subject as such but are dealt with as far as they are relevant with regard 

to informing debates and decisions about normative expectation R&I is confronted with by society: 

What are priority needs for research and innovation? How public money should be allocated to fund 

R&I? What can be expected in terms of risks and benefits of R&I? To what extent are social interests 

and values affected by R&I? Typically these are question put forward by civil society towards science 

and policy making leading in some cases to public debates and conflicts like for instance in the case 

of nuclear energy or genetic engineering and bio-medicine. 

PE in this respect is meant to connect established decision making processes (representative 

democratic bodies or the management of a company) with social debates in order to help to find 

legitimate decisions that have a better chance to find societal support because of the better 

(inclusive) democratic quality of the decision making process and/or the quality of the decision itself. 

Procedures of public engagement cannot be understood as a substitute for established decision 

making structures and institutions but as forms and modes of expanding the deliberative space and 

the scope of voices included in the process of “informing” decision making. The central issue with 

regard to PE on any level of decision making (be it in workplace innovation or in setting up legal 

regulations on governmental level) then is the relation of the PE exercise to the established decision 

making structures. This comprises the issue of knowledge being introduced by “the public” as well as 
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the commitment of decision makers to the process and outcomes of PE. As regards the knowledge 

added by PE, we have to discern the “public” as stakeholders on the one hand and the average non-

specifically interested citizenry on the other. When being involved as stakeholders - which applies for 

the case of a “public inquiry” in planning processes as well as for employees in workplace innovation 

or for users in user involvement - laypeople bring in their specific interests and values as well as 

specific practical knowledge relevant to the political decision. By this, PE can improve the conditions 

for a better informed policy making process in terms of taking into account relevant interests and 

having a better basis for finding compromises between conflicting interests as well as factual 

knowledge that is relevant for decision making. Similar aspects are relevant in the case of patient 

organisations being involved in agenda setting for health research. For PE in the context of a Science 

Shop like approach i.e. in cases of research being done “in the interest” of a group of citizens an 

additional “empowerment” effect can come into play, as the citizens’ ability to argue for their own 

sake can be enforced by the research being done on their behalf.  

Compared to a ‘public inquiry’ type of problem, the role of lay people in the context of public 

controversies on the application of generic new technologies or on ethical aspects of research (like, 

for instance, genetic engineering) is remarkably different. Lay people in PE in these cases are not 

merely involved as clients or users of the technology under consideration but are involved as moral 

persons evaluating whether new technological options (such as e.g. using human embryo stem cells 

to breed human tissue for transplantation) are in accordance with ethical standards (Evans & Plows 

2007). The small panel of lay people involved in a consensus conference cannot represent the public 

but in a sense it ‘simulates’ an informed public sphere, which should—according to the common 

understanding of democracy—form the foundation for decision making processes in the system of 

representative democracy. Here, PE tries to bring in the view of the ‘well informed citizen’. In 

pluralistic modern societies with no uncontested common value basis, this can only be an ‘ideal’ 

perspective. The role of PE is merely to foster the link between policy making and the demands and 

claims held by societal groups and being expressed in public controversies that are under-

represented within the established system of technology policy making. In a similar vein the 

engagement of CSOs as public interest groups in R&I policy making (policy formation and design of 

research programmes) aims at representing views of the “common good” as represented by non-

experts normally not involved in S&T decision making. As has been shown for Germany in a recent 

study S&T policy making on the national level still is remarkably monopolized by almost exclusive 

representation of expert communities (scientific, industrial, administrative) in decision making 

processes and advisory bodies on the ministry level (Ober 2014).  

PE will never be (and is not meant to be) a substitute for established decision making structures and 

cannot just rule out existing power relations and vested interests. PE of employees may serve as a 

case in point here. Workplace innovation is mainly driven by economic necessities resulting from 

international competition. The engagement of employees of course always is prone to a tension 

between management interests and interests of the workforce. Nevertheless, the process of 

involving the workforce in the design and planning of innovation can be a way of empowerment. This 

way is chosen by the management because it expects a better quality of the innovation process due 

to the input of implicit knowledge from the employees as well as a socially smooth and less 

conflictive path of innovating the workplace. The commitment of the decision makers to the process 

is decisive, but this is only partly dependent on the quality of the process itself but mostly on 
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environmental factors (such as economic necessities) and the perceived need of cooperating with the 

employees.  

Political commitment to processes of PE as research on participatory TA studies concerning the 

national as well as regional level show is decisive to produce effects in policy making (Joss & Bellucci 

2001). Lack of commitment, as has been observed in case studies on online PE on the national as well 

as EU level of policy making, is critical as it can enforce instead of ameliorate public disenchantment 

with policy making (Kies & Nanz 2013, Albrecht 2010, Lindner et al. forthcoming). Commitment could 

of course be enforced by formal rules about how to proceed with PE outcome in decision making 

processes but it will mainly be dependent on political factors that normally are not within the reach 

of PE procedures themselves. It is more likely to appear when public attentiveness is high and the 

political system is forced to expand its view beyond the range of organised interests normally 

included in technology policy decision making. These conditions will vary case by case. However, as 

the discussions on new modes of knowledge production and the new role for science as well as 

debates on new forms of governance and responsible research and innovation prove: on a general 

level political culture has pretty much changed in a direction that enforces political commitment to 

public engagement. 

 

4.3 Motivation and achievements of PE 
 

As the overview on several fields of PE given above shows there is a plethora of goals that are 

connected with the implementation of PE as well as effects and benefits given for a broad scope of 

actors involved, scientists, policy makers as well as for civil society. In the following the most 

important motives and achievements are summarized by discerning three categories: functional, 

political and cultural motives. 

4.3.1 Functional motives of PE 

R&I targeted towards societal needs 

PE strives for better innovations in terms of more targeted towards the needs of civil society by 

engaging users and civil society organisations. User driven innovation including e.g. the involvement 

of patient organisations in health related research implies not only user-friendly design but also 

initiating innovation processes that meet needs and problems that otherwise would most probably 

not (mediated by market mechanisms) taken up (or not in an as much as effective manner) by 

research and development actors. This motive is in line with the European Union’s approach to R&I 

funding in the Horizon2020 program and in the precedent framework programs: to direct forces of 

R&I on a European level towards those problems that make up the grand challenges of societal and 

economic development in the coming years. Thus targeted R&I also comprises agenda setting for R&I 

programs which benefit in terms of resonance to societal problems from engaging representatives of 

civil society and public interest organisations.  

More effective R&I processes 

Since the R&I process makes use of knowledge of civil society and users, it can be organized in a 

more targeted and effective way by PE. This is pretty much the central motivation for employee 
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engagement in workplace innovation: The innovation process must take into account interests as 

well as process knowledge of the workforce to which the innovation process has to adapt in order to 

run effectively. Similar motives apply for integration of early adopters in processes of improvement 

of technical innovations for everyday use or for the acceleration of the path from basic innovations 

to useful applications. But increasing effectiveness of R&I also goes beyond the market related 

spheres of R&I. As examples given above show, problem oriented research on risks and opportunities 

of implementation of technologies on all levels of policy making may benefit from the specific 

knowledge of civil society actors induced via TA processes or community based research organized by 

Science Shops. Last but not least, the increased setting up of citizen science projects proves that also 

basic research benefits from (or in some cases is only possible with) the active involvement of 

citizens as researchers or research assistants. 

 

Social Acceptance of R&I outcome 

Products and outcomes of R&I have a better chance to be accepted by civil society when civil society 

does not perceive the offers of R&I as “take it or leave it choice” but when there are opportunities 

for them to be involved in the development and shaping of the outcome. This again is obvious for 

user involvement in R&I but applies for any process of research and technology development. For 

Technology Assessment the involvement of a broad scope of scientific values and interests does not 

only improve the analytical quality of its outcome but also increases its “social robustness” as the 

process can be perceived as having been “fair” with regard to different social perspectives. The same 

holds for Science Shop mediated research and for the involvement of CSOs on all R&I levels”. 

Nowadays, it is a widely shared notion that top down activities of convincing people of the good of 

any new technology are prone to fail. PE is not a guarantee for public acceptance but a way to 

increase the chance of acceptability of R&I outcome, since acceptance is not the point to start from 

in engagement processes but a possible outcome. 

4.3.2 Political motives of PE 

Legitimation of R&I 

The public acceptance problem (that was haunting innovation policies for quite a while, often 

wrongly taking the alleged lack of public acceptance as a scapegoat for any problem of innovation 

policies) reaches out to the political motive for PE. Any decision on any level of R&I will have a 

problem to be perceived as legitimate when being ignorant with regard to societal interests and 

values (whether being articulated loudly or held more implicitly). This applies for the decision of the 

management in the case of workplace innovation in the same way as for any national policy process 

on regulation or promotion of S&T as well as in local S&T related conflicts. The quality of a decision 

taken (out-put legitimacy, Scharpf 1998), i.e. its ability to solve the problem it wants to address 

cannot be separated from in-put legitimacy, i.e. the inclusion of the full scope of public perspectives 

relevant to the problem at stake in the decision making process. Again, PE is of course not a 

legitimization guarantee but legitimization problems are guaranteed with lacking public 

accountability – and in this respect, as mentioned above, political commitment to public engagement 

is a crucial factor. It is quite clear that civil society involvement while often applied in the context of 

local administration and conflict mediation is apparently still widely a desideratum on the level of 

national R&I agenda setting and program development (Ober 2014).  

Empowerment of Civil Society 
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Strengthening the power of articulation of civil society actors is one of the main achievements of PE. 

This includes first of all the fact that PE opens up space to raise their voice for those who normally 

would not be involved in public deliberations and opinion forming on R&I issues. This can be 

regarded as an element of democratizing R&I policy making. Empowerment however also includes 

access to knowledge for civil society actors that otherwise would not have been easily accessable for 

them. Participatory TA processes - the involvement of a CSO in a research project or Science Shop 

project - provide knowledge and data to those citizens involved in projects enabling them to better 

understand the problem at stake and equiping them with means to develop (innovative) paths for 

problem solving as well as with means to argue in favour of their position with a scientific backing. 

Empowerment, on the other hand, can also be regarded as a (not routinely supplied) necessary 

precondition for PE – in terms of providing skills as well as time or financial resources for civil society 

to take an active role in R&I. 

Public Accountability and Responsiveness 

It is a widely shared notion nowadays that the research and innovation system itself (the community 

of scientists) are not only accountable with regard to their peer communities but in the first instance 

with regard to the public. In order to achieve this, space is needed for the public and R&I actors to 

meet in order to enter into a mutual learning process. PE on all levels provide this space for learning 

that is indispensable for improved “responsiveness” of researchers and policy makers with regard to 

the expectations, priorities, demands and fears of the public. At the same time space is provided for 

R&I actors to explain themselves with regard to these expectations and induce their own 

perspectives into public debate. Public accountability without responsiveness to public needs is an 

empty term. In this respect not only more “political” types of PE are important but also direct 

involvement of lay people in citizen science research projects may (indirectly) contribute to improved 

responsiveness and accountability. 

 

4.3.3 Cultural motives of PE 

Science in Society  

The political aspect of responsiveness and public accountability is closely connected to cultural 

aspects of PE. This is PE’s functionality to establish a new way of communication between science 

and society in terms of not only entering into dialogue in terms of “talk” but more over in terms of 

cooperation and joint problem solving – not only on the policy level but also in practical terms of 

doing research. Universities can use Science Shops, or similar community research formats, to 

connect themselves in a practical way to the citizenry and regional environment they are part of. 

Students and researchers involved in Science Shop projects learn about the needs and views of 

laypeople and learn about the practicalities of applying scientific skills to societal problems. Scientists 

engaged in a citizen science project find themselves in a new relation to laypeople and practically 

connect the science system to laypeople which are not encountered as “those outside” but as co-

workers. PE in this respect offers ways of (re-)integrating the scientific community and scientific 

institutions in society, which is more than just bringing both sides into a dialogue.  

A new Mode of “Public Understanding of Science” 
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The flipside of “Science in Society” is a new form of scientific citizenship – besides participatory forms 

of science policy making. People by PE processes get a hold on science and research: they experience 

these “exotic” realms of society as something that they can have a say in (the political aspect) they 

can use (research on behalf of citizens or CSOs), and that they can do themselves (citizen or crowd 

science). The amount of people involved in this kind of public engagement may be restricted and a 

certain motivation to engage may be needed that is not held by everybody. Nevertheless, it appears 

to be plausible that PE can contribute to “Public Understanding of Science” in a way that is more 

appropriate to an open equitable relation of science and society than the usual top-down approach 

of “educating” - which too often can be perceived as “persuading” - the public. 

Public appraisal and appreciation of R&I instead of public acceptance  

Raising social acceptance of R&I is one of the most prominent issues in discourses on innovation 

policies and a perceived lack of public support. It can well be argued that this is a biased approach to 

civil society, insinuating that “they are wrong” - before the fact, so to say. Instead of striving for a 

kind of blind or unmotivated acceptance, PE on all levels and in all fields of practice, as outlined in 

this report, offers the possibility of fostering new forms of public appraisal and maybe appreciation 

of research and technology development. This is different from any acceptance or refusal (politically 

as a citizen or on the market as a user or consumer) of specific technologies but implies a more 

generic appreciation of science as a social practice. PE can help to base such appreciation in practical 

experience instead of just promoting an abstract belief in the “blessings” of research and innovation.  
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